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Ward Says $500,000 To WFUL
Be Spent On Highway 51 RA

.11. THE N
WITH velli

A four - project improvement contract on U. S. Volume Thirty-One
Highway 51, costing in excess of $500,000 was announced to the News Wednesday morning by Highway
Commissioner Henry Ward.
The project will include widening from 18 to 22
feet, and resurfacing with black-top. The 2-foot widening-strip on each side of the present road will consist of
a heavy-duty concrete base Ward stated.
The 4 - project program includes the following:
1). Complete resurfacing of that portion of US 51
known as the "By-Pass' in the city limits of Fulton;
2). Widening and resurfacing of the remainder of
US 51 in Fulton County north to the Hickman County
line, a distance of 5.9 miles;
3). Resurfacing of Fourth and Court streets in
Wickliffe;
. 4). Widening and resurfacing of US 51 in Ballard
County from the city limits of Wickliffe. south to the
Carlisle County line a distance of 3.9 miles.

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, Aug. 2, 1962

The News Goes A-Golfing

The project will be done entirely with State funds, Ward
stated, inasmuch as Federal participation in this type work is not
available.
Because the Federal government
wilt not allow financial partfcipation on widening and resurfacing (even though US 51 is a federal route ), and because the entire job from one end to the other
will cost $1,800,000. the State will
begin now with each end and
work toward the middle, adding

other projects as funds become
available, Ward stated.
Resurfacing work (but no widening) of US 51 in Carlisle County has recently been done, Ward
stated.

Out Country Club was a big three-day golf tournament is in Progress and 52 golfers from Mentucky. Missouri and Illinois are battling
the ball around to determine the top golfer t. he association. The
tournament ends today (Thursday.) Golfers girt lie "send-off" from
Mrs. Warwick Hale (left), and Mrs, Fred Stokes. Ir. who were chairmen of thr eveat.

In recent correspondence with
Mr. Ward regarding the future
of US 51 as an important traffic
artery, The News pointed out:
1). That the 45-mile highway
from Fulton to Wickliffe IS an
imporlant artery now; that considerable tourist business In and
around Fulton results from the fact
that this route is heavily used by
truckers and vacationers, and that
Fulton is much concerned over
neglect in either maintaining or
(Continued on page four)
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Charles Robert Bennett To Seek Office
Of City Commissioner; Tripp May Run
j

Fifty names are required on a petition to seek the office of City Commissioner in the special election to be
held in September but a petition being circulated in the
interest of Charles Robert Bennett will contain.over 100
names. Local citizens began volunteering to sign the petition when it became known Tuesday morning that the
popular oil distributor and former City Councilman
would be.a candidate to fill the unexpired term of L. M
McBride who resigned to take a position with the City
National Bank. The vacancy on the Fulton City Commission is being filled by-Nelson Tripp, who was appointed by the Commission, Mr. Tripp is also serving as
Aeting City-Manager until James Robey takes over the
post on September first.
Mr. Tripp has indicated to friends that he has not
made up his mind whether he will be a candidate but
added that he is securing the necessary sigmatures on a
petition in the event he decides to run.
A special election to fill thc vacancy on the City Commission September. Deadline for filing for

became possible since a regular
election of the Fulton Independent School District is scheduled
for November. To fill a vacancy
such as the one that occurred on
the Fulton City Commission, requires that a municipal election
be held following the vacancy.
The School board election constitutes a municipal election and
thereby qualifies the City of Fulton to hold a special election in

Area Students
ri?t Degrees At
Murray State

Single Copy, 10c

IN TUN.

the special election is August 7,
when a petition containing the
names of 50 qualified voters must
be presented as the requirement
for seeking the office.
' Mr. Bennett, a long time resident of Fulton, is a capable and
prominent member -of the civic
and business cmmounity of the
twin cities. Interested in the civic,
religious and educational affairs
of Fulton. he is the localidistributor for Cities Service Oil Corn-

DeMyer Releases Attorney
!ter Rice's Complaint

and also
,.des a retail
outlet it Fairth and Depot Streets
He is a nn• ber Of the Americas
Legion and attend: the Fird
Christian Church. Mrs. Bennett
a teacher . in the Fulton Cits
Schools and, they have two daughters. Marianne a student )1 the
University of Kentucky and Betty
is a sophomore al Fulton
High School.
City of Fulton votisr••• \s fl •
choosedhree meml» rs ti the Fulton City Schools Board of Edui•atan, on Tto,sday, .Noyember•6.
. The It a: year terms of W111
Whii110!. Flynn Bowel: and Ch•i.i,
Batticlii expire this y‘
1,11 th,
school hoard and it 1.-• re L.1111ed
thill till three will seek
Dearihne for filing f»r ihe school
hoard posts is hetWeen the Mitt,
111 St Wernher 7
and Syptember
22. Filing dates mist he hot le•-•,,
than 45 days or more Hem 60
days before the gericial cleetion
date.
Win Whitnel said that he i)lans
to file ft'r reelection. Gene Hatfield, who is it) the service at
prennt• time will be discharged
next month, and has indicat,
that he. Its,, will run for reelection. The third member. Flynn
!I also said he would run
Dr, R. W. lin,hart and F'ehx
Gossum are the 4;1 hcc two school
hoard members and their terms
does not e Imre for tv)..), more
years.
School board
members ;ire

it):17 •s f)
rt.-%
is off let, file it to In:at, will he
held preceding the general elec.:Bon.
ineumbent
The
iteptil•lican
Senator Thruston 13. Murton is
opposed by Lt Gov. Wilson Wyatt
Ni.,!or,,,t,hrneheyr.
scat Jrlt'nae
election,
i•ngs•tshse
mail Frank At Stubblefield is unopposed for reliectio?
.1,,- 1!, -.;
of Representativt

Giving that "professional" assist to the
,airman were many
Governor Bert Combs will speak golfers of the "Younger Set" three ill* whom are ,hown
here. Left to
"When I work in my garden, I at the Murray State College Sum- right are Bud White. Sandra Stoke. .ind Al Bush trt.
know I have God as my partner," mer Commencement exercises
I read somewhere recently. I which will be held August 10. A
Mayor Gilbert DeMyer has notified Farland Robwould like to add that if more total of 214 students will receive
bins
of Mayfield that the atorney's services will not be
people took to the good earth to degrees at the exercises which
used to litigate in the suit filed against the city by Meadnurture flowers there wouldn't be will take place in the Student
as much gossip, bitterness, resent- Union Building at 3 p. m.
owview Subdivision. Mayor DeMyer took the action on
The 214 summer graduates will
ment or hatred among our fellowthe
protest of Commissioner Bill Rice that the called
man. The reason is that there bring to nearly 600 the number
meeting held to employ the attorney was not legally
wouldn't be much of the human of persons to receive degrees from
race left to harbor these unsavory Murray State this school year.
conducted. Mr. Rice was out of town when the meeting
Local students who will receive
traits either. For if everybody were
was called and contended that he was not given the nectheir
degrees are: Linda M. Argardeners and everybody witnessessary notice to attend the meeting as required 13S7 law.
ed the hazards that I have recent- rington, Bachelor of Science in
ly along flower-bed row, we'd all Home Economics, and Richard N
At press time on Wednesday
be in hospitals too injured to Armstrong, Bachelor of Science.
the News learned that efforts eeqpirsrrnentst—
both of Fulton; Joe R. Blincoe,
care.
Meadowview
Subdivision is
were being made on the part of at
William R. Hooker, Marjorie C.
owned jointly by Dr. John Lloyd
A miniature version of the Civil
least
one
commissioner
to
retain
Johnson,
Lovetta
Wheeler,
Glenda
As recently as last Saturday I
Jones
and
Dick
Meacham. The War is being fought within the
the services of Mr. Robbins since
F.
Wiley
,and
Bobby
R.
Wright,
was ordered to bed by the chilthe commissioner in question be- suit was filed to seek a court ranks of the Fulton Rotary Club.
dren, the yardman and the maid Bachelor of Science, and Harold
lieves the meeting to have been order to get a building permit for as the Kentucky "Damyankees"
M.
Garrison
and
Lucile
S.
Smith,
because I was a living, breathing
Tennessee "Rebels"
legal and valid. "It's a battle the construction of a residence in and the
specimen of bloat. The 'Bee and I" Master of Arts, all of these from
square off in a big Attendance
among lawyers," Mayor DeMyer the subdivision.
Hickman.
have different ideas about BerThe suit was brought to test Contest.
I3etty Vowell (center) takes a long look at number five fairway told the News and added "I don't
Also: Rebecca L. McMurry,
muda grass. A bee, tiny as a pea,
to stay in the lead of the tournaralent. Betty turned in a sizzling 88 on know what the outcome will be." the application of the subdivision
Spearheading the Damyankees
Bachelor
of
Science,
from
Cayce;
vicious as a tiger and striped
the first day of play. Equally as interested in the view is Mary AnderAt the same time the News regulations, adopted in 1961 to Is Joe Davis, with Bill Fossett
Gerald
W.
Hurd,
Master
of
Arts,
about the same, took after me
son of Metropolis and Pat Parks, playing the kind of golf that has learned that the City Commission the Meadowview subdivision, and serving as his ,co-captain. The
with a vengence comparable only from Clinton ;and Irene B. Poston,
made her victorious in many other tourramenoc.
could possibly ward off any liti- it is contended by the subdividers Rebel "commander" is Leslie
to a World War Two blitz. It all Bachelor of Science, from South
gation in the Meadowview suit if that their subdivision was in ex- , Weaks with able assistance from
happened so suddenly that I Fulton.
the regulations were amended to istance and 13 lots had been sold Don Sensing, his co-captain.
thought the Japanese Kami-Kasi
exclude those subdivisions or and residences built
them beRules committee for the conCorps had swooned down on our
multiple lot ownerships that were fore the regulations were adopted. test is made up of Paul Hornyard and intended to obliterate
begun before the State law was-. The plaintiffs say that nine beak, J. 0. Lewis and Gordon
the whole human race out there,
passed setting forth subdivision
(Continued on page five) _
Baird.
when actually the attack was
only on my left hand.
"The Wells of Salvation" is the
When the first hypodermic-like sermon title to be used for the
injection penetrated my lily- 8:30 a. m. worship service at the
white hand, chock full of Ber- South Fulton Baptist Church
on
muda grass, I thought I had come Sunday. The message will
be
in contact with a small pine cone. based on words spoken by
The Smith Street Church of
the
But when I looked again that bee prophet Isaiah and repeated
Christ in South Fulton, will enby
was stuck to my skin like a vam- Jesus nearly 800 years after
gage in
series of gospel meetthe
pire and as I attempted to brush time of Isaiah. At 10:55 a. m,
ings beginning Sunday August 5,
the
Let's go out to the ball park .. Miller, shortstop; Rita Craven,
it away, it darted into the air, and subject will be "The Valley
and continuing through Sunday tonight. It's the big all-star game third base: Kathy Hyland. catchof
came back with more power and Vision". For the evening service
August 12, with services each day of those dynamic little lassie who er; Betty Tucker, left field: Janet
struck again. By this time I was at 6:00 p. m., the sermon
at 7:30 p. m.
will
have been playing stellar ball all Williamson,
centerfield; Katt
getting the message that the bee carry the title "Fire Dwellers".
The visiting Evangelist will be this year. There'll be some first Madding, right
field; Melanie
no-like my intrusion and I started
Hoyt White Jr. of Naples, Florida, class rooting from the team-mates Puckett, roving fielder. and
Hulon Allen, pastor of the
Rita
to flee, yard shoes, hoe, sun bon- church, said that all the
Mr.
son
and
of
Mrs.
Hoyt
White
sermon
and boosters on the sidelines and Cash. utility player. The team
net flailing in the air. You'd material for this week
never
Union
Sr.
And
of
City.
has
Neal,
Harold
the
numbers
"packet"
looked
more
enticing thau
comes
a great evening of excitement is managers are Mrs. Jasper Vowell,
think that my gyrations and from the section of Bible
read- It does to this threesome as they view that important scorecard. Left local minister, will direct the song in store. Game time is at 7:30 Mrs. W. 0. Beard, Mrs. Charles
=earning would have daunted ings suggested by the plan
ao
right
are:
Virginia
service.
Rogers,
Jane
Nall
Ann
01
Mayfield
a veteran
to
p. m. and here are "stars" who Dixon: Mrs. Chuck Beard, Mrs.
flis determined insect . .
A Vacation Bible School will be will pitch and chunk for your Tommy Brown, and Mrs. Fred
but Read the Bible Through in 1962. golfer and oft-time winner and Nell Newton.
no, as I ran he adjusted his gear, Those following the plan to
conducted
each
morning
from
Hamra.
read
pleasure.
with startling precision to strike three chapters each week day
9:30 to 11:30 a. m. There will be
Championship Flight Today
and
when my arm was in flight, take five on Sundays will complete
classes for all ages. Visitors are
The Blues are headed by Joyce
In
the
Girl's
Little
League,
the
Total Scores at the end of the second day of play for the cham- invited
off when when my arm was de- Isaiah, chapter 34 on
to each and every service. Reds team consists of Vickie Tucker and Teresa Fields. pitchSunday.
were
as
follows:
Pat
pionship
flight
Parks,
171:
Vowell,
Betty
177:
scending and set a new aim as
Sunday School begins at 9:45 Jane Ann Nall, 180; Dianne Dowdy, 183; Tootie inters, 184; Virginia
Vowell and Karen Taylor, pitch- ers. Others are Judy Merryman,
my arm went into orbit again.
first base: Gail Bushart, second
Get In The Fair Fare
a. m. and the Baptist Training Rogers, 185; .Juanita Preston, 188: Nancy Bushart 189; Mary Anderers; Nan Myers, first base; Nancy
base: Becky Mitchell. shortstop;
Union convenes at 5:00 p. m.
son, 191; Nell Basham, 193; Nell Newton, 195 and Jewell Myatt, 197.
Fanfare At Fab-time
Eas
-terwood,
base;
second
Allyson
Paula Long. third base; Shelia
With the kids running after me
Harrison, catcher; Pat Elliott. left
to affect a three-point landing for
field; Barbara Daggett. center
medication and with Ozie frantifield; Ann Mahan. right field:
caly looking for the soda, coal oil
Judy Powell. roving fielder, and
and vinegar to douse on me to
Kay Mann, utility player. Mrs.
stop the pain and the swelling I
Charles Browder, Mrs. T. J. EastThe twin city area is going to out for keeping up with events 25 cents to have their names listkept running around the driveBusiness firms may buy extra need arises for worthy causes we
way trying to get away from that get an up-to-date community that happen as they happen.
ed on the calendar. Your name calendars to distribute to their will have .the money on hand erwood. Mrs. Thomas Mahan. Mrs.
one little bee with mayhem on his birthday calendar if the South
will be printed on the date of customers and friends to use in without having to go out and raise Gerald Powell, and Mrs. C. H.
On the front of the calendar your birthday
Myers are team managers.
Fulton Booster Club has its say.
mind.
as will your anni- stones ,offices and shops.
it in a hurry," he added.
will
appear
a
Twin
picture
the
of
And that's not all! The calendar,
In the Older Girls League, Mrs.
versary date if you want that
designed
City
which
flag
in
was
The proceeds from the sale of
Join your friends in cordial Paul Nanney, Mrs. Higgins, Mrs.
great event listed also. Each famiFinally I wore him out. The similar to the ones published in
a
contest
sponsored
Radio
by
ly may buy a calendar for only the calendars and the listings will friendship. Be remembered on Hillman Collier, and Mrs. Pete
last I saw of him he was ascend- the past will have somethings adStation WFUL and the Pepsi-Cola 50
cents. Extra calendars will be be used for worthy civic projects your important dates. Congratu- Byers will manage the team of
ing into the wild blue yonder and ded. Your anniversary dates and
Bottling
also
Company.
will
There
ordered to send to relatives in the during the year, Bob Lowry presi- late your friends on theirs. And Blues. Players include'Cheryl
my arm and hand were gaining the anniversary dates of your
from
ads
be
business
local
service or to friends and relatives dent of the South Fulton Booster most of all keep abreast of what's Underwood and Jessica Sensing,
gigantic proportions. If there is friends will be listed together
firnir and some will be offering who live away
from the twin city Club told the News,"We have not pink on in the twin city area by pitchers; Jane Warren, catchers:
- such a tting as home-base for witty important regularly schedsomething
you
your
"special"
on
bees, that litle fellow is the most uled meeting dates of civic, fraarea. It will be a wonderful way undertaken a project this large in responding to the solicitation Carolyn Lucy, first base: Linda
Holland. second base; Marilyn
decorated hero of beedom, for his ternal, cultural and other groups. birthday or anniversary.
for everybody to send "flowers a long time," he said, "but we when a member of the South Mills,
third base; Jean Neely.
mission was accomplished. He It's going to be a lot of fun for
The South Fulton Booster Club for the living" and greetings on thought it a good idea to get some Fulton Booster Club calls on yoo shortstop; Mollie
Alexander. rov(Continued on page four)
everybody and handy as all get is going to ask each person to pay the important days in one's life.
money together so that when the in the near future.
(Continued on page four)

"South Will Rise
Again" Say Half
Of Local Rotarians

South Fulton Baptist
Announces Sermon

Church of Christ
Plan Gospel Meets

Let's Go To Ballpark
For All-Stars Tonight

South Fulton Booster Club To Give Us Many Dates To Remember!
a

In recent weeks these columns
have revealed to you spme tactics of
the American Medical Association to
defeat President Kennedy's medicare
bill: the views of various physicians
on the status of American Medicine
today, as well as a doctor's defense of
the National Health Service of Great
Britain. Until last week we had come
to believe that perhaps members of
the medical profession had assumed a
"so that's the story, what can you do
about it attitude."
' We we are happy,to say we were
Wrong. As in all' endeavors there are
hundreds. even th(usands of people
who take a great pride in their prof& ssions and are willing to. stand up
for what they believe. Last week a local doctor told us that we were only
printing one side. of the story, and we
agreed that he was right.
Today comes a wonderful letter
from another doctor for whom we
have the greatz,st admiration and-respect. We are proud. grateful and sincerely appreciative of the letter we
received from Dr. joe Davis, a brilliant young doctor who is practicing in
Sacramento. California. Dr. Davis is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Davis of
Fulton.
,
Such an appraisal of the medical
profession could Come only from a
dedicated physician. such as Dr. Davis
• and here's the "other side of the
story," which we happily print.
Joseph R. Davis, M. D.
1833 Professional Drive, Suite 6
Sacramento 25. California
July 24, 1962
Westpheling
Paul
Mrs.
Mr. and
Fulton News•
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Jo and Paul:
I always look forward to reading
the Fulton County News each week—
it's almost like having-a visit with the
folks at home. I have admired from
afar your efforts at promoting the
best for Fulton and for letting the
truth speak for itself.
Therefore, I was greatly moved,
but in a reverse fashion, I'm afraid, at
your editorial on the Kmerican Medical Association's stand, particularly
in regard to the British National
Health Service.
First of all, the British system is
struggling with great problems which
astute statesmen and some of our own
doctors predicted it would. This I
have heard and read from doctors
practicing under the system in England. In fact, the huge deficit incurred by the National Health Service is
one of the most important factors responsible for England's present financial plight. It is true that hardly
any hospitals have been built since
the System has been in effect, and
there is a growing lack of physicians
in England, primarily because of fewer medical students being trained but
also because of an emigration of doctors to Canada and Australia. Now
some of these-doctors who emigrated
W) Sasketchewan have run into the
same problem T daresay they wonder
where free enterprise is safe. Also,
do not feel that the British Medical
Association was objective in its
charges of "vulgarity and cheapness"
on the part of the American doctors
who have opposed Socialized medicine. I have not read or heard anything from American doctors that was
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
t. PAUL and JOHANNA M WFSTPHELTNG
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intended to slander the British doctors. We feel that they voted for their
systerh and hence mustiike it. But
we feel that the Anieririrpeople are
entitled to know what their system is
and what its defects are. It is up to
them to prove its benefits. I believe
that most of us respect and know that
most of our dedicated medical leaders
are gentlemen and not "vulgar and
cheap".
Also. I was much disturbed in
your editorial to see the quotes from
two Public Health officials who feel
that America is "ever-medicated,
over-treated, over-innoculated, and
anxiety-ridden". This is certainly
paradoxical since both Public Health
and preventive Medicine departments
have stressed routine immunizations,
routine physical examinations, mental health, and medical research to
ever improve our high medical standards. I wish you could have heard
three of our young Sacramento doctors who this sumnier have spent
several weeks in the jungles of Guatemala relieving a priest-physician
who hadn't had a vacation in twelve
years(and they went at their own expense). When you hear how deplorable the health of the majority of the
people,there is and how some had
never seen a doctor or heard of smallpox or polio vaccination, you pause
and thank God for the privileges we
enjoy, including the finest medical
care and standards. Looking at this
from another direction, if these Public Health officials' complaints are
true, then what is the basis for all the
clamor for medical care for the retired.- It would seem that they are
saying we have too much medical
care.
I do not feel that the need for
medical aid for the retired is as great
as was stated by the proponents of
the King-Anderson Bill. I know personally that my older (and some are
retired) patients are the most responsible and able to pay for their
medical bills. The younger families
are the ones most burdened by medical and hospital costs and these are
the ones that the burden of KingAnderson approach would fall on.
They can hardly make their paycheck stretch far enough as it is,
much less if more and more Social
Security tax is withheld.
I thought it interesting that on
page eight of the same issue you car-,
ried the picture-story of "Senior
Americans Take Special Tours." In
it apparently thousands of members
of the American Association of Retired Persons and the National Retired Teachers Association are enjoying group tours to Europe. Do
these-people represent our "needy
older citizens"?
Thank you for your forbearance
in reading and perhaps publishing
this letter. Marilyn and I are looking
forward to seeing you and all our
friends when we come home next
April.
Best wishes to you both,
JOE
THE REFORMER
The true reformer will not only
hate evil, but will earnestly endeavor
to fill its place with good.
—Charles Simmons
The reformer must be a hero at
all points, and he must have conquered himself before he can conquer
others.
—Mary Baker Eddy
My method of reforming is by
Laughing, not by Storming.
—Jonathan Swift '
dislike in another, take
you
What
:..are to correct in yourself.
—Thomas Sprat
It has been the fate of all bold
adventurers and reformers to be esteemed insane.
—George B. Cheever
A man who reforms himself has
contributed his full share towards the
reformation of his neighbor.
—Norman Douglas

Industrial Expansion Is By-Product
Of Turnpikes, James Nutter Reports

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Dr. Joe Davis Tells Other Side Of Story
About Medical Profession And The Medicare Plan

estate sales, both incilistrial and
residential. Washington State, in
Commissioner
a recent survey along an interKentucks Department of Com- state system reported some 200
per cent increase in property
merce
values.
Across the nation, wherever
There are, of course, some disturnpikes have been constructed
picture
the areas served have experienced locations, hut the over-all
is one of progress. Bank clearings,
industrial expansion.
construction and payrolls point to
When New Jersey built its real, solid development in the
Garden State Parkway, there advent of the turnpike.
was an industrial expansion across
Turnpikes ,the Interstate Systhe length of that state. Florida
building and improving
officials report the same experi- tem, and
roads is leading to
ence along the Sunshine State of other major
history when deParkway. Similar reports are a repetition of
certain velopment of rivers and harbors
along
commonplace
led to the growth of major Amerstretches of the Pennsylvania
ican cities.
Turnpike, especially in the vicinity of Bedford where truck terminals were constructed.
SO DO WE
Here, in Kentucky, the growth
But what we are worrying
of the area along the Kentucky
Turnpike between Louisville and about is the hip-and-rum drivers.
Elizabethtown is a case in point.
Hardin. Bullitt, Nelson, and LaRue counties adjoin that fourlane highway.
Phone 58
207 Commercial
In the period between 1950 and
conenjoyed
1960 ,those counties
—Slip Covers; seat covers
siderable growth. Hardin County --Upholstering (all kinds:
per
34.7
increased in population
modern and antique
cent; Bullitt went up 28.8 per —Draperies.
cent:
per
13.6
grew
cent: Nelson
—Awnings tarpaulins
and LaRue. at the southern end
of the turnpike, picked up 3.9 per JAMES HAZELWOOD
cent. All this must be considered
against the background of KenUAL KILLEBREW
tucky statewide growth in the
same period, a 1.2 per cent increase in population.
By James Nutter

"I was reading the `Watch Your Step'

sigar

190 Years Ago This Week
An historical reve w of the Civil War day by day in Kentucky, as revievi'ed by the Kentucky Civil War Commission.
By JOE JORDAN
the clashes between military and
civil authorities had begun when
One hundred years ago this
a troop of Union cavalry had surrounded the courthouse at Marion
week elections, or what passed for
elections, were held throughout in Crittenden County and guards
Kentucky to name certain judges
had been put at the doors of the
And the county officials of all the, courtroom in which Circuit Judge
Wiley P. Fowler was holding
110 counties then existing. A good
many Kentuckians did not con- court. A letter from Col. S. Noble,
sider the affairs real elections be- commander of U. S. forces at Pacause the voters had no choice; ducah, was handed to Judge Fowonly the "Union Ticket" candi- ler, directing him to follow cerdates had been permitted to run. tain procedures.
The military governor of KenJudge Fowler "refused to comtucky, the Union Army's Brig. ply with 'the order, declined to
Gen. Jerry T. Boyle, had accomyield to any dictation by military
plished that by issuing a general authority as to the discharge of
order which said that no one
his duties as presiding officer of
"hostile in opinion to the govern- the court, and ordered an imment" could be a candidate. And
mediate adjournment." The judge
coming out in opposition to a
and four lawyers were immediUnion Ticket candidate was con- ately arrested by the soldiers.
sidered proof enough of hostility
Tension was also building up at
to the government.
Frankfort, where Gov. Beriah
Under these conditions, a small Magoffin, who had been elected
vote was cast everywhere in the in 1859, was being put under instate. But only a few vetes were
creasing pressure to resign.
needed to elect unopposed candiThe surrender of Mt. Sterling
dates. (The Louisville Journal, a
was demanded, and the town was
firm Unionist newspaper, would
attacked, by a band of more than
charge later that Boyle's order 200 men, said to be civilians on
had been violated in Morgan — their way south to join the ConCounty, where no Federal troops federate Army. They were driven
were stationed to enforce it. But off, and six of them were killed,
there was no doubt that in the the same number wounded, and
109 other counties the sheriffs. about fifty taken prisoner.
county judges and all other local
Among the civilians arrested
officials thereafter would be men during the week by Federal solapproved by the Union Army.
diers and confined in a military
Friction between the military
jail at Louisville were three idenand the old set of state and local, tified merely as "ladies of Harofficials who had been chosen by rodsburg."
the people in free elections had
At Piketon, Pike County, guerbeen increasing for months. As rillas retreated after a skirmish
far back as the mi,',1Ie of May, with Home Guards.
(KentuckN
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of Kentucky Folklore

"I have kept but one thing in
view—that is, to confine myself to
facts. I have described conditions,
not as I imagined them to be, nor
as I have read about them; but I
have attempted to picture conditions as I actually s.tW and lived
them."
These words aro. not mine,
however much they may sound
like my language. They are part
of the foreword to BACK YONDER, by Wayman Hogue, published in 1932, with a sub-title of
"An Ozark Chronicle." Mr. Hogue,
in spite of the popularity, then and
now, of writers who love to write
up or write down the back country, certainly has about his book,
now a classic in its field, the very
flavor of truth. He a as not trying
to curry favor for himself or to
show any toplofty contempt for
his childhood and its backrounds.
It was a great day in my life when
I had a chance -to commend the
book to Mr. Hogue's daughter, a
distinguished writer and speaker
in her own name. She appreciated
my appraisal of the book and said
that I understood her father and
his purpose as a writer.
Mr. Hogue was old enough to be
by own father and had grown up
in the Ozarks when that region
was very primitive. The inadequate
houses, the almost universal ignorance, the wildness of nature
everywhere are presented with no
apology, with an hidder sneer.
These things were his own experiences and backgrounds and
needed no apology. However crude
the customs may have been there
was evident in nearly all of them
a touch of something better, some
effort to overcome the crudeness
and even cruelty of the time. Fidelity, by comparison, was almost
an ultra-modern community, for
we had much more knowledge of

books and of the world in general; we had somewhat better living conditions; we were much
more accessible to the rest of the
world, in spite of my playful talk
about our being nearer teh sun
than we were to the railroad. It is
only fair to say, about both places,
however, that there was a high
moral code that people believed
in, regardless of the failures to
reach it; the good life was respected and held u-p for admiration, even though it might utterly
beyond our reach.
One of the best features of the
book is its'faithfukiess of presenting actual folk speech. If Mr.
Hogue had known the International Phonetic Alphabet and had
thus been able to transcribe the
his Ozark
pronounciations of
neighbors, he could hardly done
better than he has done, with his
deliberately odd spelling to indicate sound and drawl and nasal
effects. Not every word, not every
sentence, even, is folkish; many of
the most folkish people I have
ever known could speak words at
a time without bringing in some
word or intonation that was decidedly a leftover of early times,
a sound directly from the Old
World, already old or quaint when
the first English and Scotch-Irish
settlers came over.
Probably the thing that attracted me most to the book the first
time I read it, when it was barely
off the press, was the strange ambition of the author, raised away
back in the hills, to want to see
and know about the big world and
to learn things in books. It must
not be forgotten how many great
ideas have sprouted in just such
out-of-the-way places as the one
described so well in BACK YONDER.

S. P. MOORE & CO.

Construction of the Louisville'
Elizabethtown Turnpike was not
responsible for all the increase,
a
highway
did
the
but
play maim'
role in the development of the
area.

Bezukt5

Even though the Eastern Kentucky Turnpike is still under
construction, recent developments
point to benefits to come. President Kennedy in recent weeks approved financing for the Kentucky
Wood Use Demonstration Center
in Breathitt County, another in
the growing list of projects engineered by the Eastern Kentucky
Developmental Association, the
real driving force behind the
Eastern Kentucky Turnpike from
the first.
This grant of $642,000, plus another million dollars to be expended by the State of Kentucky.
will make a permaneat facility out
of the center—a center operated
by the University of Kentucky to
development
provide
product
services to timber industries
the
country.
throughout
The products will, of course,
find their way to market over the
Eastern Kentuelty_urnpike.
This one facility, in a few years.
will double the present manufacturing payroll in the 19-county
area to be served by the Turnpike. At present, there are 192
plants with an annual payroll of
$7.500,000, a strong nucleus upon
which to build.
In West Central Kentucky,
which will be served by the Western Kentucky Turnpike, there already is a well-established industry. Available figures. with a
great deal of expansion since
they were released, showed 317
manufacturing plants with a payroll of $20 million. This will be
accelerated as the Western Kentucky Turnpike nears completion
and major markets are brought
closer to home.
One business factor generally is
overlooked in •onsidering industrial expansion. The corning of a
new major road stimulates real

with

MARTIN-SENOUR
FLOOR and TRIM
ENAMEL

• Wid• choice of decorator
colors!
• So easy to apply I
• Keeps Its gloss through all
kinds of punishment ...rugged wear, rough weath•r,
repeated washings!
• Saves you money because It
covers quickly, easily I

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE COMPANY
Phone` 35

DO YOUR WASHING IN
AIR CONDITIONED COMFORT
at

Happy Day Laundrette
(We Never Close)
Martin Highway next to Piggly Wiggly
Big Capacity Machines and Dryers
I Plus a Self Service Dry Cleaning Department
Open 7:30 A. M. to 9:00 P. M.
For your Convenience, we now have coin-operated
hair dryers: an Attendent is on Duty

JOIN THE PARADE; BEAT
THE HEAT; WASH AT
Happy Day Laundrette Today!

The News reports your -. -

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
The little story we are about to tell you might not
meet all the requirements for a diary lead, but it sure
goes to show the folks who read this column each week
that we have some mighty fine youngsters in this here
now twin city area. Do you know that we will not have
an all-star game among the young fellows who participate in the little and minor league baseball games? Do
you know why? The reason is that we have so many
wonderfully good sports, and so many outstanding
young athletes that the managers simply could not
make the decisions as to who would and who would not
play in the all-star game. It is our opinion, however, that
the boys, being the good sports that they are, would
have understood that many are called but few are chosen, but that manager, who has worked many long hours
with the young boys didn't have the heart to make the
choice. We surely understand.
The baseball and soft ball
leagues have come to be synonymous with summer-time fun. It is
planned recreation at its best. It
has given hundreds of'youngsters
something to look forward to each
day and evening. And it has been
a family undertaking, for the parents have been as loyal to the
cause as the boys have been to
the sport.
There are many families, however, who have overlooked a very
important item in the organized
recreation program for the young
folks, and we are sure that it has
been unintentional. It takes money, plenty of it, to run a baseball
league. The merchants as usual
have come through with their
share, but there are many families,
more than we like to admit, who
have failed to make any contribution to the organization that sponsors the baseball and softball
leagues in the twin cities.
When you stop to consider all

their attendants attractive gifts.
The girls received gold heartshaped charms bearing the names
of the bride and groom and the
wedding date. The men of the
wedding party received smoke
pearl tie-tacs. Mr. Jones gave his
bride-elect the traditional pearl
necklace. His gift from the bride
was a diamond studded tie-tac.
Following the dinner, the guests
danced informally.

Miss Judith Moore, Mr. John Jones
Exchange Vows In Lovely Wedding

Honoring Miss Judy Moore.
whose marriage to Johnny Jones,
was solemnized on Saturday, July
2, Miss Nancy Bushart and her
mother, Mrs. H. L. Bushart, were
hostesses at a Bridesmaid's Brunch
at the Park Terrace at 10:30 a. m.
The table was most attractive
with a centerpiece of white daisymums, white 'gladiola and tiny.
pom-poms arranged in a large
milk glass bowl. Placed among the
flowers was a styrafoam-satin
edged heart on which were placed
an engagement ring and a wed
ding ring, a tiny pearl necklace
and a white satin and tulle garter
with tiny pearl flowers In the'
satin bowl.

White satin ribbons extended
the length of the table and in
the pleasant hours you have spent these ribbons were caught sprays
watching the children play and of lilies of the valley, seed pearl
realize what an investment it is hearts, tiny rings and dainty whitin tomorrow's good citizenship flowers Extending from the floral
program, and what has been'arrangement were other satin
saved in other summertime ex- ribbons which waer tied to the
penses, you'll sit down right now bridal placecards. Each placecard
and send a contribution however was decorated with a single white
small, to Youth, Inc. care of Riley flower.
Allen, Fulton. Do that today, won't
A delicious three course brunch
you?
was served.
Miss Moore wore an attractive
Following the wedding re- sun-back dress of white cotton
hearsal at the First Baptist Church with blue pin-stripes. The sheath
for the Moore-Jones wedding, Mr skirt was quilted and a matching
and Mrs. Stanley Jones, parents quilted packet was lined and
of the groom, entertained at a piped in red.
rehearsal dinner at the Fulton
The hostesses presented her
Country Club.
with a corsage of gladiolia and
The long table was centered pom-poms The hostess gift was a
with a spreading arrangement of pair of silver shell dishes.
white majestic daisies, gladiola
and crysanthemums. At either
The Golds, champs of the Minside of the flowers were tall brass or League, were honored at an
candelabra holding tall white ice cream supper last Monday
candles. Attractive bridal place night at the City Park. following
cards were used. A delicious three their final gam a of the year. C. D
course dinner was served.
Shupe and Lamon Kilzer, the
For the dinner, the bride-elect team managers, and their wives
chose a sheath dress of gray were hosts for the event.
polished cotton with all over
Fourteen little team members
white embroidery which formed attended and enjoyed the supper.
a scalloped edge at the hemline.
Her gift corsage was a deep
A hamburger supper was held
fushia orchid.
last Monday night at the Park
Mrs. Jones wore a summer honoring the distaff side of the
frock of white sheer cotton de- baseballers. The Cardinals of the
signed with a lace bodice and a Little Girl's League were the
gathered skirt. Mrs. Moore. moth- guests at the supper sponsored by
er of the bride, wore a pale gray Mr. and Mrs. Charles Browder and
french voile sheath studded with Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mahan.
chalk white beads.
Miss Moore and Mr. Jones gave
Besides the
fourteen
team_
members, Kenneth Allen, Jim
Campbell, Wayne Lohaus, Tom
Browder and Bob Mahan also attended.
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Mrs. Paul Hogan, Mrs. Martin
Nall, Miss Suzanne Johnson, Miss
Ophelia Speight, Mrs. Charles
Bowers, Miss Sandra Williams
and Nancy Jones. Each of the
assistants wore gardenia corsages.
Early in the evening Mr. and
Mrs. Jones left for a wedding trip
to the Gulf Coast. For traveling
the bride chose an early fall
frock of charcoal grey and white
Glen plaid cotton designed with
full skirt and long sleeves. Her
pillbox hat matched her dress and
her accessories were patent leather. She wore an orchid corsage.
Among the out-of-town guests
attending the wedding and reception were: Mr. and Mrs. Charles
If. Bowers, Jackson. Tennessee:
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hogan, Misses
Fay and Susan Hogan and Mr.
Kenneth
Hogan,
Bartlesville,
Oklahoma; Miss Bobbyeaene Dorsey, Brookfield, Missouri; Miss
Jane Moeller. Fort Dodge, Iowa;
Miss Glenda Gerred. Kansas City.
Missouri: Mrs. J. E. Hutcherson.
Mrs. Don Rogers. Miss Sandra
Williams and Miss Carol McNeilley, Memphis, Tennessee: Mr
and Mrs. Joe Barnwell,'Mr. and
Mrs. Tracy fancy, Mr. and Mr,.
Dale Haupt, Milan Tennessee: Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Roberts, Dresden.
Tennessee; Mr. Mac Nall, Chicane.
Illinois; Mrs. Byron Moultrie, Mrs.
Fila Berry, Mrs. Leon . Wright,
Mrs. Hamp Clapp, Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Wright. Mr. Raymond Champion, Clinton, Kentucky: Mrs
Mitchell Gwyn, Crutchfield. Kentucky: Mr. Jorge Miller, Oxford.
Mississippi: Mrs. Hollis West, Mi•ss
Janice West, Union City, Tennessee; Miss Kathy Canfield. Paducah, Kentucky; Mrs. Carroll McLean, Fort Myers, Florida; Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin House. Fulgham,
Kentucky; Mrs. Jesse Richards,
Elizabethtown, Kentucky; Miss
Suzanned Johnson and Miss Brenda McKee] Water Valley, Kentucky.

Mr. and Mrs. John Jones
By Agatha Gayle Voelpel

Frances Parr Is
Bride Of Murray
,,Presion Clark

Veatch -Lyonhurst
Vows Solemnized
In an impressive ceremony read
at Jackson's Chapel on June 30,
Miss Wanda Jean Veatch, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Basal Veatch,
Route 1, Wingo. became the bride
of Donald Lincofn Lyonhurst, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Lynnhurst. Route 2, Mayfield. The
Rev. T. Y. Smithmier officiated at
the double-ring ceremony at ten
o'clock in the morning.
Forming a background for the
wedding party „were massed
emerald fern and magnolia leaves
centered with a white wrought
iron arch, at either side of which
were baskets of white gladioli.
White satin bows marked th,
family pews.
al; tot ial music was pr.-se/lea
Mr, Sandra Vaughn. pianist
with the Rev. .Tan'en Sanaerson
as soloist.

hr

Th.. attractive wrung bride V1.nc
given, in martgriee by her father.
She wore an informal length dre,s
of white lace, designed with a
scalloped neckline. She wore white
lace gloves, and her veil was
caught to an aurora crystal tiara.
The bridal - bouquet was of red
roses tied with satin rihtinns Her
only jewelry was a single strand
of pearls.
Miss Shelia McClure attendedthe bride as maid of honor. She
chose a powder blue nylon dress.
and a matehing headband. Her
flowers were pink carnations.
Seldon Sledd, of Mayfield. served as best man for Mr.- Lyonhurst.
Ushers were Jerry .King, of May-.
field, cousin of the bridegroom,
and. Norman Veatch, of Wingo,
the bride's brother.
Mrs. Veatch chose for her daughter's wedding a blue linen .dress,
with white accessories, and a
white carnation
corsage. The
bridegroom's mother wore.a black
dress with white accessories. and
she also wore a corsage of white
carnations.

sey and Miss Faye Hogan, a cousin of the bride,-They worn identiThe late afternoon sun sh,d a cal dresses of
white taffeta over
radiance through the stained white. Their
white, pill box hats
glass windows of First Baptist we
finished with' a small bow
Church adding to the beauty of and had shoulder
length veils.
the wedding of Miss Judith Kay The girls *wore short white
gloves
Mr. and Mrs. Veatch, parents of
Moore and John Carl Jones which and each maid carried
a single
Miss Frances Helen Parr be- the bride, entertained with a rewas solemnized at four o'clock long stemmed white rosebud.
came the bride of Murray Preston ception at their home following
on the afternoon of Saturday the
All Makes and Models
The groom's father. Stanley Clark in a ceremony performed the wedding. Assisting in serving
twenty eighth of July. The impreswas Gordon Jones, served as best Saturday, July 21, at the Second were Miss Donna Russell, Miss
•
sive double ring ceremony
MOTOROLA
performed by the Reverend Truett man. The ushers were David Dan- Baptist parsonage in Union City Sandra McAlister, and Miss Clyde
iels. Richard Cardwell, Bobby with the Rey. Robert Benson, pas- McBride. Miss Lucy Veatch. cousin
Sales and Service
Miller, pastor of the church. The
Powell and Jerry Carter. Gordon tor of the Second Baptist church. of the bride, was in charge of the
•
bride is the daughter of Mrs. LuJones, young brother of the groom officiating.
bride's book.
ther Kyle Moore and the late
Following the reception, Mr.
Mr. Moore and the groom is the and David Puckett. cousin of the
Miss Parr is the daughter of Mr.
groom were acolytes.
son of Mr. atal Mrs. Stanley Gorand Mrs. C. D. Parr of Route 4, and Mrs. Lyonhurst left for NashFor her daughter's wedding Union City and the bridegroom's ville. where they will reside, and
don Jones.
take St.
Phone tbe
beautiful Mrs. Moore chose an afternoon parents are Mr. and Mrs. Carlton where the groom is employed.
The sanctuary w
with this trarlitiorrl white and dress, an original by Cameo in Clark of South Fulton.
The bride is a graduate of
Preen bridal decorations. The al- aqua imported pure silk. Her
The bride, who was attired in a Hickman County High School,
and
formal
hat
was
a
leaf
chappeau
tar of the church was centered.
white street length dress, had as was active in youth
work at
with ri mammoth arrangement of matching her dress with a short her only attendant Miss Joy Jackson's Chapel. MI..
hyonhurst,
veil in complimenting color. Her
Vincent of Dukedom, student at who graduated from Lowes
white alarliola and majestic daisCall Us To Saws
High
Still another party honoring an- ies which were olaced against a a ccessories matched her dress and Murray State college.
School
.also
graduated
from the
she had a white orchid corsage.
other team in another league was background of w-eadwardia ferns, s
Money On Repairs
Paul Wade of South Fulton Nashy ille Auto and Diesel College,
Mrs. Jones. mother of the groom served Mr.
held last Friday night, at the Additional arranvements of woodClark as best man. in 1962.
A satisfied customer is eme
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jewell wardia and of emerald fern were wore a tea frock of alabaster chitfon
over
matching
hest testimonial. That
silk.
Her
small
used
Toon. The honored guests were
in profusion Centering the
pillbox hat was formed of chiffon
why we sive you fast, efficithe members of the Red Legs in scene was a tall candelabra which p
ent, technical service and
the Connie Mack League. Other held tall white candles arrange- leaves and had a champagne
low rates on TV repairs. it
hosts were Mr. and Mrs. Stanley ment in a modified heart design. colored nose veil. Her accessories
all adds-up to saving yea
Beadles and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Additional candelabra were used matched her dress and she too
money!
in the altar and the chair—kilt had a white orchid corsage.
Brann.
Following the ceremony Mrs
The choir rail was draped with
Eleven boys attended and 'en- hiickleberrv and clusters of can- Moore entertained
with a reeer•tit-ailed
or
Aol,
joyed the delicious barbecue sup- dles were placed along the choir tinn in the Fellowship Hall of
per.
the church. The reception table
rail,
As the vaests assembled James was coevred with a floor length
Two more in a series of gala Reed, organist, presented a pro- taffeta cloth which was covered
pre-nuptial parties honoring Miss gram of nuptial music. Miss Susan with white net: Gardenias backed
Judy Moore were held last week. Stokes, soloist, sang the wedding - with huckleberry sprays emsPhone 307
306 Main Street
Mesdames Gilson Latta, Ual Kille- hymn. "0 Perfect Love" and the mented the table and surrounded
brew and Louis Weaks compli- "Song of Ruth" preceding the the three tier wedding cake Which
' mented the popular bride-elect at ceremony. Following the pastoral was topped with a cluster of
a dinner party at the Latta home prayer she sang the "Lord's Pray. wedding
w
bells. Tall white candles
Friday night. er." Mr. Reed used the traditional burned in branched silver cakel•CONTACT•
wedding marches from Lohengrin abra. Matching crystal punch serThe dining table was overlaid
and "Midsummer Night's Dream vices were at each end of the
with a cutwork cloth and the cenfor the processional and recession- table. The bride's bouquet was
tral appointment was an all-white
placed on the table during the real.
arrangement in a crystal bowl.
The lovely young bride was ception.
Rosebuds in tall bud vases centerSmall tables draped in linen
given in marriage by Mr. A. N.
ed each of the guest tables.
Hickman, Kentucky
Davis. Her formal wedding gown cloths were used for the register
The bride-elect was presented
was an original sby Bianchi in and the silver tray holding small
a corsage of baby mums and the
Phone 2375
pelpn lined candle glow taffeta, satin rice bags. Assisting at the
hostesses gave her a gift of china
The exquisite Princess style im- reception were Mrs. Louis Weaks,
In her chosen pattern.
Mrs.
Gilson Latta, Mrs. H. L.
ported gown had a low depth
Popular ventilated design in a
scoop neckline. Tiny felt flowers Bushart, Mrs. Robert Rudolph,
A delightful breakfast honoring
wide variety of sizes and styles.
and seed pearls were appliqued
Judy was held last Tuesday mornAluminum or Rigid-Vinyl
around the neckline and the elbow
ing at the Park Terrace. The hoslength sleeves. Her three tier
tesses were Mrs Ralph Puckett.
waist length veil of misty English
Mrs. Jim Owens and Sonny Puckillusion fell "-from a crown of
ett.
Orange Blossoms and Pearls. Her
She was presented a guest gift only jewelry was a single strand
of cake pans and cookie sheets.
of pearls, the wedding gift of the
A delicious two-course break- groom. Her bridal bouquet was a
/—
IN AIR CONDITIONED rOMFORT
Structural panel patio corer
fast of country ham and all the cascade arr.ngement of white
trimmings was served on an at- rosebuds with the natural foliage.
engineered for greater strength
AT THE NEW
tractively decorated table. The
and beauty. Concealed drainage
The maid of honor was Miss
centerpiece
was
of
colorful
fruit
Nancy Bushart. Bridesmaids were
WOW&
with ivy and bright orange flow- Miss Lynn Bushart, Miss Carol
ers. Novelty placecards were used. McNeilley. abss Bobbiegene Dor-

TV REPAIR

r111 Wade Television

FOR LEASE

New, modern Texaco Service Station
Cayce, Ky.

Roper Television

Fulton County Oil Company,Inc.,

Dine Out This SUNDAY
TRAVELLER'S INN
RESTAURANT

Greenfield Monument Works
Aluminum and steel carport Is
large 10' x 20' sin Ideal for
that "Second Car."

—SUNDAY MENU—
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night
• Open Sunday Afternoons •

Estimates Without Obligating / EASY TERMS / QUICK DEUVERY

400 MAIN ST.

FULTON

PHONE 145

SOUTH FULTON

In Operation 61 Years

Solid-top horizontal style ow.
lags. Sturdy aluminum, wide
assortment of decorates WOO.

Twin City Home Improvement Co.

BROADWAY ST.

Fulton
Call 1Z4

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Choice of entree served with
Three vegetables, rolls and corn
sticks, dessert and drink.
Greenfield
AD 5-2292

$1 25

Under the supervision of Mrs. Bill Sprabery
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DEATHS

Go—
Mrs. Byrd M.Simpson! LET'S
(COethslied from

Tennessee Neighbors Go
In Primary Voting Today

paw oiss)
Mrs. Bud Miller Simpson of ing fielder: Brenda Clinard, cen1 Memphis. a former resident of ter field; Mai
left
Obion county, died Thursday, field: Ecive Dowdy. right field;
July 26, in the Southside Nursing Harriet Hancock, utility player.
Funeral services for Mrs. Irene home at Memphis. She was 98.
The Grays are led by Linda
Jackson, wife of Sam Jackson,
Mrs. Sirroson was the sister of Collier and Judy Neaey, pitchers.
Plant superintendent for the Ferry the late, Hank Miller of the Mt. Other players are Diane ForrestIt's election day across the FOR CIRCUIT COURT CLERK
Morse'Seed Company were held Moriah community and the late er. catcher; Linda Nanney, first border in South Fulton. Voters
Dee Ethridge.
By Ouida Jewell
demand(1 money front the night at 2:00 p. m. Tuesday afternoon at Mrs. 1. N. Johnson of Cloverdale. base. Suzy Fasterwood, second will go to the polls today to seShe was the aunt of Jake Miller, base: Ditiee Mullins, third base; lect candidates from Governor to FOR COUNTY COURT CLERK
clerk, Walter Ridgeway. He had the Hornbeak Funeral' Home.
-A Negro mart is holding up the Ink
hand in his pocket as if holdJames T. Kendall.
Mrs. Jackson died at 9:40 a. m. Dave Miller, Dewey Miller and Marion Higgins, short stop; Linda Constable, with sheriffs, judges,
hutel." my father said when I
ing a weapon.
Sunday morning at the Fulton Walter Miller of Mt. Moriah, and Reed, roving
fiAder; Cecilia and clerks and other officers in
answered the tell phone at 10:20
REGISTER OF DEEDS OF
A hotel resident, Horace May- Hospital after an extended illness. N. C. Johnson of the Glass corn- Wright, cent- r field; Linda Rath- between. The polls open at nine
Saturday night.
OBION COUNTY
rant, ran from the lobby and I She was born in Pontiac, Michigan munity.
cock, left field: Judy Adams, right o'clock and close at five p. m, and
-Come on Ben la.' I yelled at called
Mrs. Rubye Oliver Armstrong,
She had spent all of her married field: and Carrie Campbell, utility the counting of the ballots will
police from Puckett's Ser-i on September 22. 1900. She was
my cousin. •mi.ybe we can help vice
Station. while Ridgeway stall.j 61.
life in Memphis. Her husband Meyer. alanae,ers are Mrs Curtis begin shortly theerafter.
FOR SHERIFF
capture the holdup man!"
Hancock, Mrs. G.Tie Dowdy, Mrs.
the
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson have died several years ago.
holdup
James E. (Big Jim) Hill, Demopal ked my ear near the
Each of Tennessee's three DemoR fore notice arrived, the Ne- been living in Fulton for three
Services wore held 'it 12:30 Sat- Paul Howard. and Miss Linda
Smith's Cafe building and we ran gro
cratic candidates. for governor is cratic Nominee: D. C. (Chester)
had picked up a four :OA one- years, after moving here with the tirday anemone in the National Alexander.
Locke, Ralmond W. Muse, Faye
up the hill to the Fulton Hotel.
half font. mm rod from behind the Ferry Morse Seed Company from Feneral home of Memphis. Burial
And here is a list of peonle who chanting a song of victory. Each Smith..
As, I m•ared • the entrance. I ,•ounter
is
telling
either
how
it
will be in
made the games nossible this seaalso took place in Memphis.
and threatened to hit Detroit, Michigan.
glanced to see Brenda standing by Ridgeway
Tennessee when he is elected or
son.
with the Ailstrument.
FOR TRUSTEE
She is survived by her husband.
Ow railroad tracks. I called. The
why
he
thinks
will
he
win.
Negro became angry. vs hen Sam Jackson. one sisier, Mrs. AnThose contributing are' Adams
EacT Thorpe.
-CoMe on. I won't let them shoot
Highways,
onental
health,
wellintel clerk didn't
motel. H. P. Allen. T. H. Allen,
•
hiin ha D. Danehoff of Lake Worth,
,•,m!.. Then. I became more catitj- money. and yelled and give
FOR CONSTABLE
!Villager Allen, Harry Allison, fare, industrial development, edubeA upon Florida. Several nieces and nephi.i.i.s a nil cri•pt up to the n in low the
Mrs.
CIVIL DISTRICT No. 16
Kate
Usher,
80,
died
in
a
marble top counter.
Charles Andrews, Mrs. Charles cation and taxes are among the
ews.
to hale a puck in.
John Adams, W. H. (William
Haring
e
the commotion, the
Rev. W. T. Barnes officiated at hospital in New Orleans last week Bailey. J. B. Barclay, W.0. Beard, scares of topics getting the camfollowing a long illness. Mrs. Malcolm Bell.
• There, I :-aw an excited small woman hotel, owner came
paign treatment as the hour of Henry' Heath.
down the services.
tiro , P ittta:-ed in the middle of stairs. alld WaS shoved :1,
Also: Win Burley, Robert tin- decision approaches.
Active pallbearers were Glenn Usher was the widow of Dr. F. M.
ide by
Clement's text for a kiwanis
C. Usher who died in Hickman ford, Harry Bloodwort
the lobby. Upon entering the the Negro holdup man.
For example,
former Gov. club luncheon at
h. Fred
Her two Veneklausen, Jack Hall, Howard
Chattanooga
hotel, Brenda and I were told that
childri•n watched trim the 411/Iilam, Ned Waldrop, Ben Burley, several years ago..
Frank
Clement
Bondurant. C. A. Boyd, Jr., R. P.
concentrated on was complimentary of
the state's
two city policemen. A.• E. Camp- staircase.
Funeral services were held Sat- Burcham, Butts and
,'Clarence Moline, Charles PawluSons, Pete highway construction. Chat'' - interstate
highway
program,
bell and Hassell Willimms, had
urday afternoon at Barrett Fun- Byars, Hillman Collier,
Sunday, the Negro was identi-' kiewicz. and Jim Davis.
nooga
Mayor
Rudy
Olgiati told of which he said was
Fred M.
drafted by
itint arrived and chawd the Negro fied as the man Who
eral
Home
with
the
Rev.
Richard
"practicall
y
an
admission
Ceok,
Milton
Hornbeak Funeral home was in
Counce.
of im- professional planners and not
robbed a
the
holdup man out the side entrance.. eriicery store in Union
Clark, rector of St. James EpiscoAlso: John Covington, W. B. pending defeat by the Clement- dictates of politicians.
City re- charge of arrangements.
.
pal, Union City, officiating. Bu- Craddock,
As I gathered
of what „ently, A police officer said that
Farris
combine."
And
Memphis
Oscar Faulkner,-CharBut.
said
Clements,
secondary
rial was in Hickman City Ceme- les Fields,
had happtned, Pat
haa also been -connected with
man CampClyde Fields, Leon Commissioner William Farris said and rural roads are important
tery. with Hugh Swayne, Guy Fields.
bell came back aril told of the ,.t her recent robberies th,ere.
Mose Foster, Fulton Bank, Tennesseans are joining him in a too. "We spent millions of
dollars
Hale, Jr., W. C. Hale and Newlin Fulton Coca-Cola,
chase. He said that hr y chased
Policeman Campbell said that
Fulton County crusade to return the government improving them while I was in
Harry Redmon. Riceville, died Clark serving as pallbearers.
lI:, Negro u,p the riultirad tracks the Negro had been drinking at
News, Fulton Hardware and Fur- to the people.
office before," he said, "and we're
She is survived by a son, Dr. niter.% Gardner
to where the o'd ice plant former- the time of the attempted •rob- at the Fulton Hospital about 2:00
Here's the line-up of candidates: not
Studio, Felix
going to forget that system
p. m. Sunday afternoon where he Cowell! Usher of Holistin. Tex. Gossum, Jr., J. Ray Graham.
ly stooth Then.. the Negro went 'wry. •
when I go in the governor's ofFOR PUBLIC SERVICE
was rushed after being stricken and a daughter, Miss Kate Usher
into some bushes..anil Campbell
Also: James Greet*" J. L.
fice again."
also of Houston.
COMMISSIONER
at his home Sunday morning.
id he gut quite a -s
when WARD.SAYS—
Grocers and Son. J. D. Hales, Joe
Clement reflected statements by
E. Lee rown, Porter Freeman,
He is the son of the late Tome
:Fled 1):.ick tbe ha clii tn fund
M.
Hall,
m
.s
.1,
E.
Hall,
011ie
Har(Continued from page one)
John C.ifammer,.Ewing J. Threet. his campaign chiefs when they
and Judie Croce Redmon.
tiw Negro without a stitch of
NOTEBO
OIC—
ris,
Dan
Hastings,
Boyce
Ileithspoke of being "ready for the final
lc, rovine US 51 in recent years.
Funeral services were held
(ContMued p.m parr one)
cock. Brooks Henderson, Hillviewdrive that will give Frank Cle2). That continued neglect of Tuesday morning at 10 a. m. at
FOR UNITED STATES
Flosnital.
Harold
that the Highway
scored a rlirect hit on
Hopkins,
W.
L.
ment his greatest victory."
everyREPRESENTATIVE
51 improvement is uric- the Hornbeak
Funeral Home time he set his
Ni•Liroi v.as wearing white pants
Holland.
Haler-re.
K.
Arch
Hudaim to
In Middle Tennessee talks after
so.
Robert A. Eerett, Casey Wiland sh1 d 'his clothes in hopes that irta traffic to' other, better routes. chapel with the Rev. R. ft, Sulli(Heston,
Jaines
Huffine,
Robert
a day of filming television camfun
liams,
it was pointed out van officiating. Burial was in
1e, W,null Het be SCell an the dark. I
Hyland.
,But
last
Saturday's
paign material, Clement pledged
episode is
liberty Cemetery.
The Negro .identified as Walter, ihut the future of US 51 as
Also: Interstate Oil Co., 0. M.
not the only casualty of.-my fanteachers' pay raises and enlarged
FOR STATE SENATOR
Lue 'Johnson. about 35. of Union iinpiirtatit traffic, artery depends
Johnson,
The
atical
Keg.
Kentucky
gardening
hobby.
facilities for the mentally retardThe day
al where the Federal Interstate
Gilbert F. Parker.
coy, e',,,,ted the hotel lobby and
Hardy'.':
and
Margaret
re
Implement
Hall
Joe
,
D.
and
I
ed.
ho-1
a garden
route from Cairo (Or Paducah)
to
party for Judy Moore I should King, Kinrsway Motel, Thomas FOR
Olgiati, in a speech prepared for
Niishvillti is. going, and that deDIST. REPRESENTATIVE
.
haVe had my right arm
delivery at Athens, again display.Tohn
Ma
Luten, 74. well known ‘ ...asp.
sling. lane. J. B. Lee, Thomas Mahan,
$1. PER CARLOAD $1. I t rmination iif this route must
OF OBION COUNTY
with *hat seemed like William Mantle, M. M. Matlock,
ed confidence he would win on
Crutchfield resident, died sud- , ''' "
tirst hi made before any
Milton H. Hamilton, Sr.
really
foot-long stinger. comacted
Aug. 2. And he took a combined
nii, i or work
my Ernest McCollum, Max McDade,
o on US 51 is charted. illeonmlev. Saturday morning a-t his , aarm
)1j1
LAI gn• vire
as I put the finishing touches Jr.. R. E. McGuire. Harry Mcswat at his opponents.
. If the Nashville route goes
FOR
FLOTERIA
L
from
Merryman,
1.e.P114rt"
"The effort to link me to Hoffa
Survivors include his son. JoelI to Paul'l "formal" flownr garden. Kinney, Garland
radix:ill, around below the dam
.z •
REPRESENTATIVE
•
'" 7- 7...
•,. Princeton and
laden of Crutchfield, a daughter, I was too busy to do anything but Clarence Moline.
Jerry Baxter Albright, Franklin is totally without foundation and
thence
to
Nash-—
groan and rub a little v:negar on
Also: Jack Moore, Curtis Mur- D. Cochran,
present traffic on US 51 Mrs. Philip Clements of LouisWilliam Coleman, is practically an admission'of imMARTIN - FULTON HWY.
n
pending defeat by the Clementvine; a sister. Mrs. Bascom Wood- the bite. By the time tile guests phy, OK-Parisian Laundry, Mor- Gayle I. Malone.
Ii probably not lie lessened
at
FAMILY DRIVE-IN
Farris combine," be said, referard of Clinton: three half-broth- started arriving I was do:ng every- San Orr -:r. Shelton Owens, Carmi
ali. and a major improveme
nt
OF THIS AREA
ring to Teamster union head
ers. Elvin Griffin of Columbus; thing 1 could to keep frem walk- Page, Park Terrace Restaurant,
ereeram will probably then
FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
be
Teland Griffin of Charleston, Mo., ing like the leaning tower of Pisa. Charles Pawlukiewicz, Pepsi-Cola
,;lified:
Mrs. Wilma Dodd. Mrs. Frank- James Hoffa.
FRI. '.% r.— AUG. 3-4
That arm was so swollen and so Bottling Company, R. T. Peterson, lin
Farris recently said the TeamMarvin Griffin of Mayfield.
'
Pierce,
If, however. the Federal Inter"Sandra Dee
enlarged the right Side of my body Ma Pittman. J. A. Poe, Joe Powsters union put money into
'ate --trr- -Nashville runs
seemed 20 pounds heavier than ell. Flynn Powell, Carl Puckett,
Olgiati's campaign.
scuth
Spectacular"
FOR COMMITTEEMAN
•'rough the Purchase and
the left side. It was gruesome.
Jr.. R. V. Putnam, Reed Bros.,
Olgiat: spoke of "desperation ..
then
J. B. Avery, Jr., Hugh T. Ben—TRIPLE FEATURE— , roe:es Kentucky
Lake down in
Lucy Roberts, J. W. Robertson.
nett. Sr., R. E. L. (Bob) Galli- 1 accentuated by the current effort
Tennessee on its route to NashServices for Charles D. HasAlso: James 0. Robey, Mrs. Carl more, Jimmy
to smear me and my good name."
Peeler.
But the bee stings and wasp Rogers, Roper Television,
...Ile, there is a. likelihood
intlItTIONY QUINN
Wallace
the; I kins. prominent Union City in"I do not know Mr. Hotta, have
bites
I
Hi: route would divert much
can
'cure.
When
surance
I
man,
get on Savenkoff, Scott's Floral Shoppe,
who died at 3 a. m.
of
.SAXON
never met him or seen him and
•
JUDGE OF THE SUPREME
Aily's tourist and truck traffic Thursday, 'July 26, in the Obicrn the s-llbjeet of power been mow- Butch Simons, Jean Smith, Wick
know nothing about him samept
COURT OF TENNESSEE
If of US 51 and not
justify it for County Hospital, were held at the ers I get almost as vici,,us as the Smith Agency, Swift and Comwhat I read in the papers," Olgiati
STATE AT LARGE
irther Major work.
Methodist Church at 3 p. m. Fri- venomous insects and 'animals that pany. Riley Tate, Taylor ChevroDemocratic Nominee: Ross W. continued. "I believe the people
day. The Rev. 0. A. Marrs of abound on the earth I intend to let-Buick, Ray Terrell. Pauline Dyer,
PAY WALSTON
Only the decision of the Federal'
Democratic Nominee: Wel- of Tennessee will resent this
Martin officiated, assisted by Rev. conquer the stalling lawn mower Thompson. Charlie Toon, Joe don
• , -4ART
itoreau of Roads, and time, will
B. White, Independent- Nom. smear tactic and will shcw their
.11 E. Wilford. Burial was in East menace, even if I have to walk Treas, Nelson Tripp.
Z. Alexander Looby.
resentment at the .polls on Aug.
•••terinine the, fibril outcome of
—.AND View cemetery with White-Ran- with crutches. And I almost did
Also: Glenn Veneklasen, Varden
''S 51. Ward stated.
2."
t
son Funeral home in charge of ar- that as I tried to wind one of the and Goulder. M. G. Vincent,
COURT OF APPEALS OF
WesAt Newport, Olgiati sail Clesrting kind of lawn -mower startIi, the meantime. Kentucky rangements.
lyan . Service Station, Bennett
TENNESSEE
ment and "his desperate crew"
Mr Haskins was horn near Mar- ers. Having gotten exasperated Wheeler, 011ie Wood,
lizes that the widening and
(MIDDLE DIVISION)
Bushart
rehave kept Farris in the race to
tin in Weakley County, Feb. 25, last week with trying to start the Clink% City Nntional Bank,
.ita cing program announced
Democratic Nominee: Chester split' the anti-Clement vote.
Civito-. son of
mower
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v will bridge the gap
that
1894
my
late
the
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T. and'
in a sate
Restaurant, C. Chattin.
"Frank," said Olgiati, "the peofoot was near the blade. When tan Club, Derby
“m iry manner tvhen a
is COM- T mile, Hedge Haskins He grew up
ple are on to you."
LUDLUM
at nullapparati1- hit my big Weeks and Sons, Haws Nursing
t .it
in Wxlakley county and was gradu.;,Tul ;that such
improvetoe, I jumped lik,, I had been 1-lome, Reeks Cigarettes, Leader
nt has been needed,
rittd from Martin High School.
TunAinanucirimit
COURT OF APPEALS OF
Farris appeared on a ChatSporting Gocels, Leader Store,
Ho. was united in marriage with' pierced with a hot -word and if Whitnel Funer ul HOme, First
tanooga television program and
TENNESSEE
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amity
my
shoe hadn't, pr,'meted my toes
is hard' put to meet the Miss Christine Reeves of Ridgely
reD
outlined
a three-point program
,94,4
EASTERN DIVISION
I'd be bemoaning the fact today oral Savings. Harlan Craven,
petitien of propagandists.
•
Nov. 9. 1918.
for obtaining more revenue to imALsO•
WFUL, Helen King, B. P. and
Democratic Nominee: Robert E.
Mr. Haskins is survived by his that I'd never be I toe-dancer, 0. Elks, James Wilkerson,
prove
education
and other public
Jake Cooper.
r daughter. Mr-s ..Tamei simnly because I ouldn't have Cardwell.
services in Tennessee.
, env toes.
Phelnis:
three
grandchildren, I
Also: Joe Gambill, Paul Brann,
Militcy. Dicky and Chris, all of
SANORA DEE
Lions Club, Fulton Rotary Club,
00OL...100110100
traverin
riden City:• two sisters. Mrs. Della
The scratches. Ibis sun-burn. Ferry Morse Seed Co., Marine Oil
CHARLES COBURN
Coleman and Mrs. W. S. Alexan-' the aching back. the
sore feet and Co., Ken-Tenn Bowling League,
MARY ASTOR
der, both .of Ridgely; and a num- the blisters on rev
1,,,nds are other Couples League, Men's Doubles
U LT CI N
PETER GRAVES
ber of -nieces and nephews, in- minor by-product, ef my garden- League,
Cannan Insurance Agency,
cluding .Tames F. Haskins, Sr., and ing, but as I said
CONRAD NAGEL
PHONE 12
before God is W. B McIntosh.
Mrs. Paul Goodman,- both of Union my partner .and if
He were not.
City.
Largest Screen In This Area
Also: Burnett Tractor Company,
I'd be pushing up zinnias by now
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Pure Milk Company, Glenn Puckinstead
of growing them.
D0f111.F. FEATURE!
sFN. - TUE. - AUG. 5-7
ett, C. J. Pawlukiewicz, Mrs.
I)NOUR GIANT SCREEN
Ruth Blalock, John Colley, Mrs.
kt %DEMI AWARD WINNER
Not what you read but how you Lawson Roper and Graham,
Mrs.
RiOliPHY
Mrs. Oley Henley, widow of read it is the key to knowledge
"Best Actress of Year"
.
Hoyt Moore, Scates. Retreading.
DAN DURYEA
Vara Henley, died
Wednesday,
Sophia Loren
JOAN O'BRIEN July 416, at her home near Water
Valley. She was 82.
IN
Survivors include a son, TolLACK HORSES” bert
Henley, Dukedom, route 2;
,
COLO*
four daughters, Mrs. Cloys Yates
Recommended for Adults
and Mrs. Alberta Taylor. of FulAs Low As/
0-FEATURE!
tori,--route 3; Mrs. Ernest Morgan,
Favorite By Choice
Water Valley, route 2; and Miss
. site,-ece _
Carnet! Henley, Miami; two sisTHRU — AUG. 8-9
r'
•!t•
00
DOUBLE FEATURE
ters, Mrs. Jenny Seay, Fulton, and
Mrs. Jess Coleman, Centerline,
No. 1
Mich.
4.00.14
Funeral services were at 3 p. m.
6.11, Re
Friday at Bethlehem Methodist
d
.
. Church at Pilot Oak. with the
Rev. Norman Crittenden and the
STARTS SUNDAY
Rev. J. F. McMinn officiating.
NOW—THE FABLE OF THE Burial was in Oak Grove cemeAGES IS HERE FOR ALL
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GET TICKETS ON 1982
FORD - GIVEN FREE
Kenn - Tenn Fair
AT THE MARBRO
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Farm & Commercial

FULTON, KY.

Mrs. Ruby W. Carver

No. 2
I,, harvested the choiestt
women and lived to wish
they had killed him
instead'

win

\t...57

FOOT SMALL

Jacli

the Giant
FANTASCOPE hiller
MUER
.

E:anartai

Mrs. Ruby W. Carver, died •
Wednesday morning in Pine Bluff. "
Ark. She was a former Fulton re- :
sident.
B
She is survived by three bro2
thers, Richard
Willey, Ernest
Willey, and J. T. Willey all of
Fulton.
Funeral services are incomplete. The body arrived in Mori
Wednesday night in a Hornbeak
ambulance.
a.
With all the hints on etiquette
that the newspapers print, people
ought to be well-behaved.

NYLON TUBE-TYPE

—FULTON BALL PARK—
FREE! 1962 FORD FAIRLANE 500 Given Away
Free Tickets Are Available from any Fulton
Merchant.
FREE! $100.00 Tuesday, Thursday, Friday
DAIRY AND BEEF CATTLE SHOWS
HOMEMAKERS AND CLUB EXHIBITS
=
HARPER AMUSEMENT ON THE MIDWAY —Sponsored by the—
FULTON JAYCEES
FULTON, KY.

SIZE
650x18
1370x15
750x20
825x20

I PLY I PRICE'
S

6
10
10

$18.96
$17.106
$48.20
$48.12

'

'Plus 1e.

Buy Now at(
lavesthiess
C. B.& O. TIRE CO.
303 Reed SL

Fulton. Ky.

Phone 947
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Dukedom Lady Is Killed,Eight Others
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0 le local, woman was killed
A!so riding in the car were Mrs.
and eight ottier persons were in- Winer Hwo•cley and her,son, Elmer
jurell in a two-car collision early Ray of Hugh s, Arkansas. and
Monday morning about 1 1-2 miles L-u'-1 Ann Teitge, East Gary, Indisouth of South Fulton on the :ma. who is Mr:. Ileekley's grandMartin Highway.
dairthter.
Dead on arrival at the Fulton
Mrs. Huekley received a frac^Flosr ital was Mrs. William Bow- ture of the left humenus and her
ers. t:4, of Dukedom, Route 1.
son suffered lacerations on the
Ms.'Bowers was riding in a foot. The little girl re- ived a
car eriven by hal' sister, Mrs. fractured left clavical
Phi'i Miles, 20. Mrs. Miles sofThe accident occurred about
fere(' a fractured pelvis and pos- 7:00 a. m., as the three Dukedom
spinal
sible
injuries. Also riding ladies, were on their way to work
In the same car was Mrs. Bert at a clothing factory in Martin.
Tibb ., 54. She received a tractor- Mr'. Miles was driving sooth and
ed r' )ht wri:t. Both W9111CI1 wee had lust nassed another auto and
also irom Dukedom.
- nulled back into h r lane of trafTh,other car involved in the fic.
acci,tent contained two families
PCCMI,E' of the
'aighways
returning from a vacation trip, at that tlme,'Mrs. Miles' car went
Glen Warren, Gary. Indiana, was into a skid and was struck broadthe driver of the 1961 Chevrolet. side by the northbound Chevrolet.
He is hospitalized with contusions
Officers stated that the left
of the chest, fracture of the right front fender
and bumper of the
forearm, compound fracture of the Chevrola
penetrated the Ford
middle finger on the right hand from the right
side and came all
and lacerations of the upper and the way to
the center of the
lower lip.
Ford's front seat. Mrs. Bowers,
His wife, Cora, suffered a who was crushed
to death, was
fractured right forearm. Their son sitting on the
right side of the
Bobby Warren, 12, was the most Ford where the
initial impact
seriously injured of the victims. occurred.
He was transferred to the Baptist
. ThrQe Fulton ambulances were
Hospital in Memphis with a rupImmediately rushed to the scene
ture of the right eye, a de-p cut and brought
all the victims to the
across the bridge of his nose ex- Fulton Hospital. One of the amtending into th.-.) sinus cavity, bulances had to return to the
lacerations on the forehead, and scene.
Funeral arrangements were indeep lacerations under the left
complete at press time Wedneseye.
day.
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DeMYER—
(Continued front page one)
residences now exist on Court
Drive in their subdivision and are
on a gravel street
while the
Planning and Zoning Commission
would require the construction of
concrete curb and gutter and a
paved street even though it would
begin at the end of a graveled

stretch of the street.
Whole structure . of the various page 5
- The Fulton News, Thursday, Aug. 2, 1962
Former City attorney Rodney' plans and programs adopted by
Miller advised the News that the She governing body of .the City ,
HAVE FUN!
subdivision regulations
were of Fulton.
YATES BARN BURNS
adopted by the Planning Com- I Plc Gary E. Bennett has return- ;
Th,
Fulton Fire department an
IT
DOES
mission- as set out in the Ken, ed home from Fort Campbell,
S‘kered a call Welt i.sday alter.
tucky Statutes. He said that to
There isn't much to sce in a I Ky. alit.r two weeks training
with no•41 to tile (.:1,y, 'Vat,- horn,
amend the regulation in one in- small town—but wh t you hear i the Tennessee
National Guard. Full,,h tittc,i,t,. 3 , ' nut, 3 mile
stance might set a precedent for Takes up for it.
1 Mr. Benbratt Is a member of the
northeast of Kin:,1,, Store. The.
;
other residents to seek amend230th Four. Bata! ,,r: 4.
ni n :olive'Ate t, ,..,(.e a
.
I '-•"-stoci.
ments thereby weakening the
Get In The Fair Fare
City.
-..,.. de ir“yed.
•
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Come See—You Java
Breast WholeRibAt achedwithPart
Legs
Wings

5

Lb.9c

Backs
Lb.29c Gizzards

Lb

JANE PARKER

White Bread

Offa
and
imentterlead

S

Wafer

Super Right
All-Meat
einers Skinless

4

,b9
29
Con

Ham

Cornish

Hens

Ea.
Bacon

Super Right(Whole or
Canadian
End Piece
Style
lb. 79c

Napkins Northern

Ivory Liquid

3L3. 85c

,
Bog 55
—,
elleme."-^ —,
"•
I :/

_Aver •

Jumbo 27 Size 4 For 89c
Potatoes US. No. 1 Cobblers 25 Lb.Bag 97c

Cantaloupes

FROZEN FOODS

Grapes ‘vehe'lress
A&P PEAS
Lb. 29g
2 B.,49c
Blueberries=, 3.Pu:es 1°°
Morton's Fruit
Honey Dew
59g Pies ioc, 29c
Green Beans
2 29c
Sugar Wafers
350
Cherries 1S:4PurRPeItttled
4
350
1c A&P Corn
7 950
Charcoal Briquets :et
20 99g
Jumbo

4

(Save

8 Size

37c

Ea.

IS
Cans

Crisco Shortening 3:abr 85c

Holland

,L-kbg

Navy Beans zidg''

5c

(Save II
• 10z m

1-Lb
Pk g.

16-0z
Cans

Pack

CRUMPLED STEERING WHEEL of other vehicle bore mute
evidence
of impact suffered by driver of that vehicle. Young man
riding in
front seat was thrown against windshield with such fort
e that glass
was broken. (See story).
Vick Henderson, Mrs. Jim Owens
and Daughter, Mrs. Verble Puckett, Brooks Henderson, Mrs. Rupert Phelps. Mrs. V. L. Craven, R.
The following perrgs wer C. Reed, Alzo Hicks, Mrs. Archie
patients in the three Falon Hos- Hornsby, Mrs. Raymond ,Brown.
Mrs. Daisie Grady and L. C. Lopital on Wednesday moining
gan all of Fulton.
HTLINIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Roy Anderson, Wingo; Mrs
IT'S A GIRL!
Bill Campbell, Clinton; Sam
Stacey, Oakton; Hess Russell,
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Owens are
Howard Puckett, Carolyn Weaver, the proud parents of
an 8-11)., 4Sammy Wilson, Elzle Workman, oz. girl born at the
Fulton HosDennis Smith, Dorothy Misher, pital at 7:49 a. m. July
31, 1962
Della Williams all of Fulton.
She has been named Carlla Both

fiGSPITAL

nyis

JONES HOSPITAL
irs A Boy!
Jesse Wooten, Larry Lynch, and
Mrs. Thurman Goodwin all of t
Mr.
and
Mrs. Percy Veatch are
Water Valley; Mrs. Ada Ross, Jimmy Clapn. both of Dukedom; Mrs. the proud parents of a 7 lb. 8 oz
Mac Scearce, Cayce, Mrs. Jim son born at Jones Hospital at
Johnson, Kenton, Tenn. Mrs. 5:43 a. m. on July 31, 1962.
George Webb. Eddie Mailrey, W.
L. Boland, Mrs. Joe Gates, C. A.
HELP WANTED!
Patrick, Karen Dublin, Sandra'
The Men's Social Service CenGrissom. Mrs. Percy Veatch and
ter of the Salvation Army of
Baby all of Fulton.
Memphis will have a truck in
Fulton, Monday, August 6, 1962.
FULTON HOSPITAL
C. E. Underwood, Union City; The office of the Chamber of
Neal Little, Crutchfield; Jessie Commerce will accept any phone
Hedge, Mrs. Aeiful McClain, Mrs. calls for our pick-up service.
Helen Tibbs, Millie Hedge and
ATHLETE'S FOOT GERM: HOW
Bob Herring, all Qf Dukedom; Mr.
TO KILL IT IN 3 DAYS,
and Mrs. Hort, $tafford, DresIf not pleased with strong, inden; Mrs. H. A. Roper, Fred
stant-drying T-4-L, your 48c back
Clark, Tom Holland, Darlene
at any drug store. Watch infected
Duty and John Hogan all of Hickskin slough off. Watch healthy
man. Mrs. Minnie Armbruster,
skin replace it. Itch and burning
Mrs. R. T. Henley, Clinton; Lewis
are gone. TODAY at all DRUG
Burke, Mrs. Loney Anderson,
STORES.

A&P White or
Golden Cream Style _—

2 5
1-Lb

Chu.

Margarine

Wisconsin Aged

AUGUST IS SANDWICH MONTH!
SUPER RIGHT SLICED

Sharp Cheese
59c

Luncheon Meat

10-0z t4 I
Jar

4 1°i

Bologna, Pickle & Pimento,

Of

Spiced Lunch, Liver Cheese,
Mac. & Cheese, Olive

BALLARD OR PILLSBURY

Pkg 29c

Sandwich Buns
23c
Salad Dressing Sultana (.;11ate 35c
11-frz.39C
Sandw.Spread
P
jaariler

BISCUITS

49
c
6f1.

16-0z.
Cans
Lb.
Bag

MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT

Coffee

22-0z
Pie

Melon....

A&P
y French

tatand
ram
imblic

01

2=31c

ew"
) to
Northern Tissue

th_89c

Center
Pieces.__......,____-

22-0z.
Can 63g

6"rgint

Comet Cleanser

Lb

25€

2:: 27(

Spry Shortening

39,

Individually
Frozen

Scallops
68

U.S.D A.
Inspected
Super Right

+a*

WHEN A CA:: IS l.IT al!OADSW
Ertire
r'crd hard-top
was pushed up iat.: the miJille of 'he ear when it was
struck broadside Monday morning on the Martin Ilighwa;c !....uth of
Fulton. Passenger riding in front seat was killed.

2,99,

)All
Good

To

aminto

n
'fort
ne."
lave
and
c.ept
ziati
ople
this
heir
tug.

Lb.
Pkg 89

(lb 49,)

Bacon(1
:
5h9

Canned

21"
.

M&M
Chocolate

.

RING

Lb.&IL.
Loaves ah,316

Enriched

-~

.11111,731111111111111MINICr-

(Savec)

9
Jane Parker

LB.

W

15c

(Save 16c)

CHOICE

7
,
2 i

WHOLE

'31c
Lb

b39` Sliced

ANGEL FOOD
APPLE PIE

I for
layon
ined

(

Irtr-franma..

Whole....Lb.49c

YOUR

CUT-UP,SPLIT
OR QUARTERED

P
o5
;
9
8
.

P
Aa
ngne

OVEN-READY

Swiss

Buffer
65c(

Sunnyfield
Sweet Cream
Lb.
92 Score

Salted

Qtrs. )

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., AUG. 4
THI GREAT ATLANTIC & PACtFIC TPA COMPANY, INC.

Cans

food Stores
AMERICA'S OPINDAILI FOOD MERCHANT SINCE ISSII

PILLSBURY COOKIES
Chem Chip
116
/
3
4-0s.) Seger (11GIL) Oatmeal na.lelei Ile Os./ Betlerse.tch Nut (1E.11-0.4

Ready
To Bake

Pkg.

45c

BALL

Fruit Jars
REG. VAC SEAL CAPS
Quart. 1.29
PDo
int
z! 1.09 I

Kotex
FEMININE NAPKINS
Pict]
39c
of 12

Kleenex
Towels

21 m Ft 41c
Rolle

Paramount
Ketchup

Oyster 2
Hot

14-0z.
Bots.

Ferns

43e

FEMININE NAPKINS
Pkg. 4(39f
of 12

a

Kleenex

Beechnut

CLEANSING TISSUES

BABY FOOD
Junioi
I
Strained

2oPtk:sloso 53c
Pkg. of 600

390 13

Jere

43c 6 :)`: 63c
i•re

Kleenex
Napkins
(Casual
Pkg, 35c)

nip Pkgs. A nc
of 50.
17

Mac's Barbecue
PORK
Pt.

794

BEEF
Pt.

89c
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Dr. Salk Coins A Word: Bionauts

mother, Mrs. Mattie Renfro.
•PIERCE STATION
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams of
Mrs. Charles Lowe • Martin spent Sunday with Mrs.
C. E. Lowe. Mrs. Nelson Tripp of
Another nice rain this morning Fulton was a dinner guest.
Mrs. Myrtle Orleans spent one
was badly needed and appreciatday last week with Mr. and Mrs.
ed.
Rev. Paul Jones filled the pulpit Henry Grissom in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe, Jane
at Johnson's Grove yesterdaz in
the absence of Rev. Tommy Per- and David Royce ,and Miss liettye
Stephens spent Sunday in Memkins, who is away in a revival.
Mrs. Mattie Nicholsort of Hunts- phis with Mrs. Lowe's sister, Mrs.
ville, Tennessee, is spending a few Charlie Covey and family.
John Smith had a freak accidays with her nephew. Mr. Cecil
dent Friday while mowing his
McNatt and Mrs. McNatt.
Mrs. Virgil Green has returned yard. He ran over a wire and a
to her home near Mayfield after piece of it went into his leg. He
spending some time with her was rushed to Jones Clinic and
'given treatment. It required several stitches. He is still in the
hospital.
Mrs. Maggie Cape is doing nicety following a recent stay in the
Madison
County
Hospital in
Jackson, Tennessee.
John Matthews has been transferred from the Obion County
Hospital in Union City to the Rest
Home and is doing nicely. Mrs.
Matthews is- at home but not doing any better.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Groddy of
Route 2 are visiting his brother
TO HELP PROTECT
Danis and family in Scearcy,
THE "PRIME OF LIFE" Arkansas.
Mrs. Maude McKinney spent
You'%e been hopinN for • forSunday night with Mr. and Mrs.
mula /ii.e this— v.ith extra poIshum Conner.
tency-to sur.port a positive sense
Misses Paula Long and Patricia
of wail-being and mental alertCunningham of Paducah spent
ness. It provides important booSaturday night with Mrs. John
tropes. as well as the more complete vitamia-mineral protection
Smith.
desirable for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC
capsules
CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

"Super stars" of science
Will make up the research
team of the Salk Institute
for Biological Studies.
Dr. Jonas Salk, who will
direct the Institute at San
Diego, Calif., quite often
draws analogies between
sports and science.
He once said, modestly referring to his historic role in developing the polio vaccine, that
just happened to be in the
right place to catch a long
forward pass."
Today he might select another sport and say that the
Institute faculty members are
the Mickey Mantles of science
—they can hit home runs from
Dr. Sated
Dr. Salk
Dr. Bronowskl
either side of the plate. Dr. Salk
points out that in recruiting his the Institute, Dr. Salk has lected thus far are entering the
Institute Fellows he searched coined
word "bionauts." "If stage of their most productive
for and found versatile scien- we can the
speak of astronauts," he period. Their average age is
tists "who have all been trained asks, "why
can't we think of 49 years but seven of th0 10 are
In a field other than that in 'bionauts' --Scientists
are even younger.
which they are working today." capable of doing in who
biology
Dr. Warren Weaver, vice
what has now been done in the president of the Alfred P. Sloan
Varied Abilities
fields of space and of atomic Foundation and a Salk InstiThey possess more than one physics?" He envisages the
skill or field of knowledge. Salk Institute as a sort of tute Nonresident Fellow who is
They are not limited to biology. launching pad for the gifted often described as the "elder
Some of the 10 Fellows already "bionauts" of the scientific statesman of American medical
appointed are equally at home world who will comprise his research," is 67; but Dr. Melvin
Cohn, a famed American bioin higher mathematics and faculty.
chemist now with the Pasteur
physics, or history and literaconditions
The
under
which
Institute of Paris, and a Salk
ture.
the Salk Institute "bionauts" Institute Resident Fellow, is
This unique combination of will pursue their studies are only 38.
professional skills, versatility, probably unique. The physical
imagination and intellectual as well as the intellectual atA-Ianib Architect
curiosity has been described by mosphere of he Institute has
Dr. Leo Szilard, long-time
many as the magic formula been designed so that the inneeded today to achieve the dividual scientist can concen- professor of biophysics at the
conquest of disease—from the trate fully on productive work University of Chicago and celecommon cold to cancer. They and thought. Laboratory equip- brated worldwide as one of the
believe firmly that an assault ment will of course be the most "architects of the atomic bomb,"
on disease of the kind and modern. A highly special- a Nonresident Fellow,is 63. But
magnitude planned by Dr. Salk ized reference library on biol- Dr. Edwin Lennox, an Ameriand his colleagues could pave ogy and relat,•cl fielas will be can microbiologist now also on
the way to revolutionary break- maintained. The whole envi- leave at the Pasteur Institute,
and a Resident Fellow, is only
throughs.
ronment is de,.gned to spur the 41.
Just as the Mickey Mantles Institute Fellow toward daring
Dr. Jacob Bronowski, of Londepend on the baseball fans and uninhibited original thinkwho pay their way through the ing on how to reach the goal don, a Resident Fellow who is
well known in the United
turnstiles, construction of the he is seeking—faster.
States for his books and lecSalk Institute will depend on
tures,
is 54. His versatility is
Pioneering
Projects
contributions from the general
outstanding — in mathematics,
public.
In most great universities and philosophy and history.
other research centers scien$15 Million Goal
Dr. Salk has remarked that
tists are obliged to invest a
This summer all across the great deal of their time in the professional and cultural
nation a campaign is in full teaching and in administrative interests of the Fellows hapswing to raise $15,000,000 to detaiL There will be none of pily overlap. At a recent meetbuild and equip the Institute. these time-consuming duties ing of several of these scientists
The drive is sponsored by The for the faculty of the Salk In- in New York City, they chatted
National Foundation through stitute. Its members will spend with vivacity of organizing
the March of Dimes. It is a all of their time on pioneering competing string quartets at
renewal of the partnership be- projects. Moreover, they will the Salk Institute next year, of
tween all Americans and Dr. have complete freedom to sailing and swimming in the
Salk—the man who did so launch whatever projects they Pacific, even of shooting a
much for them in developing elect and may change the di- round of golf now and then.
the polio vaccine, and will do rection of their research if they These "super stare of science
who may be expected soon to
so much more as director of the wish.
revolutionize biology and thus
Institute.
- Experts familiar with the "help man make the most of his
As another way of describing scientific world and its leaders gift of life" are human beings,
the scientists who will work at agree that the 10 Fellows se- too.

COURTHOUSE MOONSHINE
MURPHYSBORO, ni. — Jackson County authorities had some
fast explaining to do when a cache
of well-aged bootleg whiskey was
found in the basement of the
county courthouse. The liquor, discovered during a house cleaning,
apparently had been seized during
a prohibition-era raid

Mothers, here's the easy way to
give children
multi-vitamins!
Delicious,
Orange-Flavored

%RA
N
LIQUID

JUST IN TIME
PITTSBURGH, Kan. — An egg
saved a chicken's life.
A stray chicken had awakened
the household of Mrs. Rudy Fernetti, Pittsburgh police clerk,
each dawn for several days. Mrs.
Fernetti thought it was a rooster
and had just about decided to
roast it to get rid of the nuisance
when the fowl laid an egg.
Now she's decided the layer can
live.

8 OZ.BOTTLE

$2
98

CITY DRUG COMPANY

408 LAKE ST.

FULTON, KY,

Budget of Fulton County
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1962

SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF APPROPRIATIONS
1960-6l

PURPOSE
General Government
II Protection to Person & Property
III Health & Sanitation
IV Hospitals, Charities & Corrections
V Libraries Other
Edtication Activities
VI Debt Service, General Fund
VII Miscellaneous, General Fund
VIII Highways
„
IX Road & Bridge Bond

19614;2

Actual
Estimated
Expenditures Expenditures
Budget ,.
Preceding Year Current Year Appropriation
$34,173

$33,294
9,829

$34,640
8,600

711

715

100

USE

7.120

8,020

4,950

4,950

8,526

9,320

9,000

3,288
Wal12

8,282

6,637

98,900

70.000

Mrs. Carey Prields •

23.487

WICK SMITH
INSURANCE

WELLINGTON, Kan. — George
Sandell Jr. fell while working on
a scaffold. He was taken to a hospTtal but doctors said his back was
not hurt.
But when Sandell complained of
a severe pain, the doctor decided
it might be from a bad appendix.
It was.
Operating, doctors found two
buckshot in it. Sandell had been
eating rabbit, shot on a recent
hunt.

REAL ESTATE
231 main St.
Ph. 62

Fanfare At Fab:time

14.679
$93,396

5170,958

$191.013

Budget Commission :
JOHN C.BONDURANT, County Judge
JAMES H. AMBERG, County Attorney
JOHN P. WILSON, Commissioner
I certify that this budget, incorporating the changes above, if any, has
been approved by the Fiscal Court, and that tax levies have been ordered.
(Signed) JOHN C. BONDURANT, COUNTY JUDGE

Mrs. nerve, V suntan w

Everyone in our vicinity should
Farm Bureau Members in this
be happy this morning because of community are looking forward
the good rain that fell sometime to the annual meeting at the
last night.
U. T. M. B. in Martin on Friday
Mrs. Arnold Work came home August 3. The Chestnut Glade
from the hospital one day last Club are making plans to serve
week. She fell several weeks ago the bar-be-cue dinner.
and broke her hip, but is doing
Word was received that Hoyt
nicely at this time.
Vaughan was carried from the
Word has been received here of Paris Hospital to the Veterans
the illness of Miss Constance Hospital in Memphis by RidgeJones in Carey, North Carolina. ways Ambulance Saturday
night
Miss Jones formerly made her after becoming suddenly
very
home in this vicinity but has been sick.
in North Carolina with her broBobby Jones of Chicago visited
ther and neice several months.
We hope she is feeling much bet- friends in this community last
ter and will soon be out of the weekend. Sorry that he had a car
accident in which his car was
hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates were badly damaged but was glad that
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clon no one was hurt.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Brann visited
House Sunday afternoon.
Several from here attended the Mrs. Minnie Brann at the Henderson
Home Sunday. Mrs. Minnie
Farm Bureau Picnic Saturday in
has been suffering for the past
Mayfield.
several
days with a bonefelon,
W. L. Rowland entered the
Jones Hospital Sunday. He is not and is reported to have a very
bad
hand.
feeling too well.
The David Nanney family left
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Coltharp
and I... A. Rowland called on the for Roger and Fayetteville ArkanOliver Taylors late Sunday after- sas after visiting relatives here
the past two weeks. They expect
noon.
Misses Myrlie arid Jackie Brun- to visit in Colorado Springs Colo.
dige of Fulton were guests of and some other places before
Mrs. Tremon Rickman a few days reaching California where their
family will be reunited after two
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Mereson spent years, due to their daughter Suelthe weekend with their son, Rob- lyn and son David coming back to
ert, and family of near Newbern. the states to enter college.
Those that attended Sunday
The revival meeting closed at
Good Springs Presbyterian Church School at New Hope last Sunday
Friday night. Bro. Warren did were privileged to see many
scenes of the Holy Lands by slide
some good preaching.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor visit- that the Nanneys presented.
Mrs. Geogie Lee Ebersole is
ed Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates
visiting her sister Mrs. J. B. NanSunday night awhile. -Mrs. Allia Rowland was called ney and family enroute to her
home last week on account of the home in Oklahoma after a visit
death of her stepfather, Mr. Oley to her daughter and family in
Hendley. Our sympathy goes out Alabama.
to the family.

Twelve Appointees
To Education Staff
Frankfort, July — Gov. Bert T.
Combs has appointed 12 educators to the new Professional Practices Commission which has been
set up to chart and promote a
system of self-discipline among
the teaching staff in secondary
public schools in Kentucky.
Members of the Commission
were nominated by nine- associations related to the common
school system with the Governor
privileged to select one of the
three. The Commission was creaated by the 1962 General Assembly in response to the desire of the
Kentucky Education Association
to begin a program of self-administered professional ethics.
Terms of appointment are for
three years and the costs of the
project will be financed by the
teaching profession.
FIRST-HAND EVIDENCE

fin INSURANCE
rrr
'YOU'RE INDIVIDUAL NEEDS,
MC Inc wrru

You'll Say they're delicious!

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street

Fulton. Ky.
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ROCK SPRING NEWS
By Nettle Lee Copeten
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Jackson and
children visited Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen and family for
awhile Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Verlie Byrd spent
Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Snow and Mrs. Ella Veatch.
Mrs. Carl Bell and Mrs. Frank
Rice are visiting relatives in Detroit and St. Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
visited awhile Sunday afternoon
with Mrs. Dave McGaugh of
Union City.
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Jones of
Paducah visited Mr. and Mrs.
Pressie Moore and family this
weekend,
Mrs. Nettie Lee Copelen and
YWA group from the Crutchfield
Baptist Church went to the Fulton Park for a picnic and later to
a movie Friday night.

DUTCH MILL MOTEL
.1
!.1
1URANT

PINCKNEYVILLE, III. — Justice of the Peace Robert Hubler
fined Hugh Akre $10 in a very
swift court action. Alcre's car had
collided with Hubler's car.

aid% held. h ).
Goon Fool) SERVED
DoC D THE CLOCK
N% here The. Trio net
Stops Every Time
Geo. lirrnd
Owner

--SIX--

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOR YOUR

FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
• FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 5

208 MAIN STREET

FULTON, KENTUCKY

lk DUFF? 1W.

MUST HAVE

Debt Service
X Other funds:
Health Dept.

GRAND TOTAL

1 96'2-63

nice visit with the Hammett
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Cook, who
have been building their new
house
during the summer months,
Rev. Janie. Holt filled his regular appointment at New Salem have completed the building and
Baptist Church the past Sunday moved in a forthnight ago.
Mrs. Aeiful McClain, who has
at 11 a. m. The baptismal service
was conducted Sunday afternoon been a !salient in the Fulton Hosat 2:30 at the Marvin Young pond pital, is now improving after bewhere all 'candidates were im- ing so very sick for the past two
weeks. Many friends here will be
mersed.
Mr. and Mrs. Artell Vincent and glad to know of her improvement.
Little Jacquline, 7 months old
children Debbie and Stevie of Akron, Ohio,'.iirrived Saturday on daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David
vaaction here with parents, Mr. Lassiter, is doing nicely at the
and Mrs. Roy Vincent and other present time in Akron, Ohio. The
relatives in Mayfield, Kentucky. infant has been in a cast for sevGet-well wishes are extended eral weeks to correct her hips.
Mr. and Mrs. George Haygood
to Mr. and Mrs. Claud Simpson
who are in declining health at and children ,Bettye, Larry Don,
and Diane. of Elgin, Illinois, have
their home in District No. 1.
Miss Janice Donoho- has re- returned home after their vacaturned home from Akron, Ohio, tion here with parents, Mr. and
where she has been a house-guest Mrs. Dave Mathis of this village
and Mr. and Mrs. Alois Haygood,
Of her sistei, Mrs. Johnnie RickFulton, Route 3.
man and Mr. Rickman.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Puckett, loMr. and Mu. Lee Peery moved
to their ne•.v home in Dukedom cal Corlett in Dukedom, purchasjust recently built. It is a two- ed the Thacker farm on the
bedroom Strileture and modern in Latham-Dukedom Road and are
now remodeling. The building
every respect.
has a new roof and other imMr. and MN. Ilutorn Lassiter provements are going on. The imspent last Sunday with Mr. and provements will add much to the
Mrs. Roy Hammett of Hollow value and appearance
with conRock and Vale Road. They had a veniences as well. The
entire community welcomes the-couple into
our midst.
Mrs. Ed McClain,isn't feeling
quite so well at ills writing and
by WICK SMITH 'is now confined to her bed. She
was a patient in the TB Hospital
for several months and her steady
improvement has been slowed
down, many will regret to hear.

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

I CHESTNUT GLAM.

Ilk DUKEDOM RT. 2
moh. o. F. Taylor

YEAR
OLD
WALKER'S
DELUXE
The elegant straight bourbon that);
aged twice as long as a lot of others.
Enjoy extra years of mellowness
at no extra cost.
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Mid-South Fair State Fair Has
To Choose A
Eighteen Major
'62'Pork Queen' Evants Planned
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improving the Speed„

OFF AND RUNNING by John 1 Da

For the first time, the MidEighteen major special events
South Fair in Memphis will pay have been slated for the 1962
tribute to a "Pork Queen."
Kentucky State Fair, September
Some gracious young lady with 7-15.
farm background
from either
Opening nay event will be the
Tennessee, Arkansas. or Missis- selection
of Kentucky's Tobacco
sippi will serve as official hostess Princess,
who will represent the
over the activities in the new ul- state
at a national Tobacco Queen
tra-modern swine barn, "Hog contest
to be held in Richmond,
Heaven", from September 23-27. Virginia,
The 1962 "Pork Queen" of the
The first Saturday of the Fair
Mid-South Fair will be selected on
Sunday, September 23, at 2:30 will bring the Commonwealth's
p. m. in the arena of "Hog Heav- star horseshoe pitchers together in
lowered the time to 2:02 4/6.
en" at the Fairgrounds. Contest- single and doubles competition
On June 28, 1918, Whisk
Broom If, a son of Broomstick,
ants must be between the ages of with the State Championship title
toting 139 pounds in the Sub16 and 21 and must live on a at stake.
"Impro..ement of the Breed" urban Handicap was greeted
Monday, the annual Farm-City
farm on which swine are raised
may ho lore;er be the prime
in the winners circle with
or have parents who are actively meeting and luncheon will highreason f r Thoroughbred rac- cheers and jeers. Cheers for
engaged in the production of light the day's activities.
ing but imrrovement of the
becoming the first horse to
swine.
Tuesday, Farm Bureau and
speed of Thoroughbreds is
win the Handicap Triple, the
continual.
Kentucky
In
1961
two
Rural
dirt
Metropolitan, Brooklyn and
Electric
Co-Op
Contestants will be honored at
track world records were Suburban, and jeers for the
a noon luncheon at which time Day, will be the most ambitious
smashed
and
the roster of turf official time — 2 minutes
judges will have an opportunity program of events ever staged, in
records underwent alterations flat! August Belmont, then
to meet them. The winner will re- one day at the Fair, with contoo numerous to list. Illustra- ex-officio head of American
ceive an expense paid trip to Chi- tests scheduled for the Coliseum,
tive of how the speed of racing, turned a deaf ear to
Thoroughbreds has improved protests of horsemen and
cago for herself and a chaperone Stadium and Speedway. The Kenis the record for the American press and the disputed record
where she will be entered in the tucky Blue Ribbon Farm Family
Championship distance of a stood for 34 years. In the
National "Pork Queen" Contest for the year will be announced,
mile and a quarter. This rec- Hollywood Gold Cup of 1947,
the Farm Bureau's Gospel Quaron Sunday, November 25.
ord
has proved as brittle as Cover Up equalled it. AccordEntrants must submit an entry tet Contest will be decided, 4-H
the yellowing pages on which ing to the teletimer Cover Up
form along with an 8 x 10 glossy Tractor operators will display
Narragarisett's 1869 mark of ran the distance in 1:59
photo of themselves to the Mid- their skill, the Rural Electric
2:10 is recorded. By 1881 a 59,100ths of a second but the
horse named Getaway had official time was 2 minutes.
South Fair Livestock Department Beauty contest and pageant will
lowered it to 2:07 3/4 (watch- Today it stands at 1:58 1/5,
be held, and to wind up the acprior to September 10.
es
did not then record fifths of set by Noor at Golden Gate
Contestants will be attired in tion packed day, more than 30
seconds). In 1901 Broomstick Fields on June 24, 1950.
"dress up" fashion but not formal. High School Bands will compete
The young hopefuls will be judged for honors and trophies.
On Wednesday, future enteron beauty and personality, preroughage. While we are on hay.
sentation arid poise, plus a short tainment stars will vie for the
for the beef cattle and sheep all
oral essay not to exceed five min- judges' nod in a state-wide Talent
hay is roll baled and left in the
utes on one of the following sub- Search, and the Kentucky Chamfield, or hauled to the wintering
jects: "How to Promote More ber of Commerce will hold its an2,04telt
field where it is eat n free choice.
Pork Consumption," "The Value nual meeting and luncheon at the
Bob said very little is lost from
of Pork in Nutrition," "What the Fair.
weathering except a little on the
ON de
Thursday, horse hums will
Housewife Can Do to Help the
very bottom where the roll touchPork Market," or any subject make their big pull for fame and
ed the ground. Com s clean up a
pertaining to the pork industry. glory, while F. F. A. Tobacco Auc7431IN
bale once they get it broken. CatIn addition, judges will quiz tioneers chant for recognition and
tle in the wintering fields find
contestants on subjects pertaining possible future careers. The Mule
shelter in near-by woods.
Show and Parade of Champions
to pork and swine.
The queen and her chaperone also will be held on this day. FriWe also saw corn that had been
Mai AM PRYOR
will be guests of the Mid-South day, the Rooster Crowing Champlanted in a fescue sod! The fesCuirel
Fair during their four or five day pion of the year will be crowned. 141101111111 ass*
cue, however, had been treated
The last Saturday will find hundstay in Memphis.
On July 16th the Graves Coun- for a complete kill. The stand of
reds of colorfully garbed square
The contest is co-sponsored
corn was good, but Bob said that
by
the Memphis Packing Company, dancers participating in the Fair's ty Agricultural Council niade a the missing hills resulted from
(Division of Armour and Com- annual festival, to wind up the trip to the University of Ill. Dixon the lack of cover for the
seed
pany.) For further information fair with a final "do-is do".
Springs Experiment Station lo- when planted. They are working
and entry blanks write to the
cated near Hobbs, Illinois.
on a device for covering the seed
Livestock Department at the MidWe were well pleased to have for sod planting next year. The
South Fair, P. 0. Box 3808,
Hopkins County farmers with us corn had no cultivation what-soMemphis 14, Tenness4.
on the tour. The Hopkins County ever and looked just as healthy
group consisted of Harry Phelps, as the corn plot next to it that
Tom H. Porter, Gilbert Fowler. had been planted on a plowed
FOR CONSTABLE
Brown,
Assistant seedbed.
Frankfort, July—Kentucky's 23d and Gene
One of hte Hopkins Cotinty
CIVIL DISTRICT No. 16
Extension
retraining project for the unem- County Agricultural
John Adams, W. H. (William
farmers said that no one would
ployed
has been approved by the Agent of Hopkins County. Those
Henry) Heath.
believe him if he told them about
-.Federal Area Redevelopment Ad- from the Graves County Agriculministration, Kentucky Economic tural Council included I.,. W. Mur- the-'sod ph ating of corn, back in
his community. I do remember
Security Commissioner Earle V. dock, Dale Wilson, Howard Paschall, President of the Council, Dale Wilson saving to me that he
Accurate
Powell has reported.
Charles Magness, Sec'y, James L. was glad that he saw it before
Thet project, to retrain 50 clerkWORKMANSHIP
Crass, Ra.ymond Hogue, Warren someone told him about the exstengraphers, will be set up in
periment.
Holt and this writer.
At Low Cost
Madisonville for unemployed or
It would be impossible to tell of
Watches, Clocks acid Tine
underemployed residents of HopMr. Webb and Mr. Cate both
all the interesting experiments
Pieces of All Rands Accu- kins and Muhlenberg counties.
highly endorse silage as a highly
now
being
conducte
d under the productiv
rately Repaired at Low Cosi
e livestock
roughage.
The class, to last sixteen weeks, able direction of Mr. Bob
Webb, Bob Webb remarked
by—
in his welwill be conducted at the Madison- Director of the Dixon
Springs come remarks
that corn silage is
ville Area Vocational School. The Station. Our first stop
was the the superior silage.
ANDREWS
He continued
State Employment Service office run-off tanks. Rain
the evening by saying. "The
value of corn in
there is now screening and select- before gave us a chance
Jewelry Company
to see converting plant food
into a maring trainees.
first hand, just how the run-off
ketable product far exceeds mixwas measured and what it means
0.11
MEM
MIS
tures
that yield a greater volume".
1•1
to farmers to have land properly
"Here on the station," Bob related,
covered. Mr. Bob Cates, First As"We use trench silos and cover
sistant, at the Station conducted
them with plastic, then use a
our tour and told us some very
covering of agriculture limestone".
interesting facts about this runHe also stressed the fact that they
off, which causes erosion. Bob
had no problems with spoilage.
said that a field in permanent
pasture with proper management
The day ended when we all
would lose one (1) acre inch of gathered in the basement of
the
top soil in 2,000 years. This was new dormitory, where Bob Webb
compared with a rotation of corn had secured a portable T. V. set.
wheat and lespedeza on a 9 per- The program, To Tell The
Truth.
cent slop-. which would erode to that day featured Mrs. L.
W.
plow depth (6 2-3 inches) in only Murdock, of Pa 1.1dise
Friendly
50 years. There is little wonder Home, Lynnville, K. It
closed
wig, settlers moved on westward. with new T. V. stir Les
(L. W.)
aurora
The stop at the pellet mill re- Murdock identifying his wife
with
-aisaled more interesting facts. Bob a big kiss, right tire in front
of
said that the pelleting of hay re- the T. V. and everN body.
salted in much higher gains than
All agreed that the day had
did baled hay. It took 17 pounds
baled hay to produce a pound of been well spent, even though we
gain and only 8 to 9 pounds o/ hay did not get to see all the nearly
pellets per pound of gain. Mr. 6,000 acre station. It would take
Cate said that the animals that at least three days to do.this and
were on test just ate more hay in thoroughly digest W hat each man
pellets than they would in baled there is trying to accomplish
form because of the bulk, as a result, more gains per pound of
Fair On Aug. 13-18

Forestry Awards
To Be Given In
Annual Contest
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Murray State Plans
Conservation Course

EXIT. RED CABOOSE
MIAMI, Fla.—The red caboos•
is going out of style on the for
Ida East Coast Railpoad. fl.
line is gradually giving all it
A conservajlon workshop has rolling stock a new hue-blue.
Kentucky and Southern Indiana
farmers have until Wednesday, been scheduled for the Short s,•
August 15, to submit entries in sion at Murray Stat, Col!,
the $1.000 Tom Wallace Farm Aug. 13-25.
Forestry Awards Competition.
The course, Education G282,
This • eighth annual contest, will carry three 5ernester hours of
sponsored by The Courier-Jour- graduate or undergraduate or, •
PreVentS costly tire Wear
al, The Louisville Times an and will meet for three lua.
WHAS, Inc., Is designed to em- six .days a week. Students e
Adds extra mi!eaga
phasize the importance of an ac- have completed 58 semester
to your tires
tive farm forest' y program.
to enroll.
Prof. F.,co Gunt will teach
To be eligible fol. the grand
prize of $500 or the 'second prize class. Several guest-lecturer,
of $200, the farmer may have com- field trips have also been sched• Ca,tcr
pleted his forestry program in uled.
r
Registration for the course will
reset to manufacturer's
several years or in a single year.
be in the Administration Building
specifications
However,
the
improvement
awards of $200 and $100 are based on the.afternoon of Aug. 9. Per- • Correct toe-in and toe-out on
your car's front wheels
on progress made during the con- sons who cannot register then
test year, September 9, 1961, and may do .0, Aug. 13 :tiler thk'y 11:.% • Inspect and adjust steering to:
addiai
attended
the first meetriut ef tho
August 15. 1962.
A certificate of merit will be class.
presented to the ‘top entrant in
each county from whia five or
Get In The Fair Fare
GooDitit II STORE
more entries are received.
Fair On Aug. 13-18
11? Lake St.
Phone 389
Entry blanks and complete
rules may be obtained from foresters, county agents, conservationists, or by writing the Public
-Service Department of the newspapers.
Entries must be submitted to
the Tom Wallace Farm Forestry
Awards, The Courier-Journal, The
Louisville Times and WHAS, Inc
Louisville 2, Ky.

Wheel Alignment
By Experts

$6.95 COMPLETE

Charlie Scales

TRUE BLUE, NOT TRUE
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — True
Blue wasn't, his wife claimed In
a divorce suit .
011ie Mae Blue said in the suit
Wednesday that her husband,
True Ralph Blue, has been going
with other women and has ignored and neglected her. The couple
was married in 1930, she said.

RUPTURE
New Sensational Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
No Odors
City Drug Co.. Fulton
No Belts — No Straps —

SPEAS

The

SPEASific... Always Ask for SPEAS
!

Project Approved
For Unemployed

5
6.70-15

PLUS TAX AND
RETREAD ABLE
TIRE

get ready for old sol

LOH

ti

insure hot weather comfort

;E

MEET

'MS

1

alkWALKS.R

patio cover

• ALUMINUM AWNINGS I

g. REWARD!

Only nationally advertised Flexolum gives you
all those exclusive features:
•Special heat treated, spring tempered alloy that resists denting
•Morproof, 2-coat baked enamel finish won't rust, chip, peel or
crock
•aeon, bright underside, no "Nuts and Bolts" look
•Full ventilation, without perforation, promotes air circulation
•15 decorator colors, over 200 combinations, foe any style home
•Choice of 5 styles of awning for window, door,
carport, porch or patio

TEN-AR-KY-MO

•

i;

•ai."'Ira641d

Industries
UNION CITY, TIMM
PRONE Tu-sem —OR—
SIMONS PAINT CO. Di FULTON, KY. Pnorrs 17

Enjoy the true
bourbon taste
of
Hiram Walker's

TEN HIGH!
ass

IRAM WALKER I 3083, INC., PEORIA. ltL • 86 PROOF

Tangy!
Full-Bodied/

"In TREE"
Don't throw away goonl tire carcasses. Add to your tire mileage by letting us put r-rl.
"New Treads" on your worn tires. Get new stopping poser — Acidei s
. .
resistant tread design. Come in •‘,on and let vs judgJ whether it's wise to retre.J)

.

tire. Hurry shiIe this offer Laub!

13F.Goodrich nullity on your car for
less than $10.00 per wheel.

0
O

f New, high grade "Quett !tree Rtb.
bet," applied to sound carcasses.
Extra strong, tougli Weeds, assure
many thousands of safe, adze mike
M amazing low cast

Q

Manufactured with latest BFG factory
'c:ntrolled and expert retreading
methods.

0
C

New tire appearance...In black,
streamline white sidewalls.

-t,
or

)
--`, Better nine than many new "bargals
price" Inas on the market today.

BUDGET TERMS
AS LOW A$

*125 A weEKI

Charles Scates Store
MARTIN, TENN.

FULTON, KY.

PHONE 404

PHONE 389
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Mayfield Hires
New Band Leader

APPLES, Red Jeffries. Flavorsome eating. Delicious for pies,
baking, frying. Excellent for
William H. Myers, band direcDRYING.
masanding
FOR RENT: Floor
Homer Zopf, Dukedom Highway tor at Murray High for the past
polisher
floor
chine and electric
year. has been employed by the
Near Oak Grove Church
and electric vacuum cleaners. ExMayfield City Schools to serve as
No
change Furniture Co.
WANTED: clean cotton rags.
band director there. He will asblue
or
rayon or nylon or overalls
sume his duties August 19.
TV ANTENNAS: We install — jeans. Cut off buttons and zipTrade-repair and move. Get our pers and bring to the News ofMyers successds Ralph Wahl,
prices. We service all makes TV. fice. 10c per pound.
who resigned recently after three
Phone 307. Roper Television.
years in Mayfield.
SOUTHERN AIRWAYS
TUrner 3-9121
phone (UC)
SO TRUE
Daily Schedule
WE RENT in the monastery:
egg
the
Says
City
Union
from
DC-3 service
Lv 9:44 p. m. Oh hum—out of the frying pan
To Memphis
Hospital beds
Lv 2:19 p. m. and into the friar.
To Nashville
Baby beds

CLASSIFIED ADS

Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

WANTED: A good used. grand
DO YOU HAVE an old car
piano; will pay cash. Paul West- (1935 or older) stored in your
pheling, phone 470 or 1255.
barn or around your place? Regardless of its condition, it can be
DAIRYMEN! New low price on
if it can be made to
'WADE FURN. CO. Calt, Maker, Southern States' sold for ertah have
an old car or
run. If you
Milk Replacer, is $4.45 foe 25
the
Fulton. Ky. pounds. Old price was $4.70. You know someone who has, phone
Phone 103
News office for further InformaSaVe. 25c. Same quality formula
tion.
. . . only the price has changed.
25 pounds takes a calf to weaning.
When It's
Raise a top replacement, sell every ,
drop of your whole milk, and
Real Estate in Fulton
pocket the savings. Calf Maker is I
rem The
— see -made of milk--dry milk. Contains I
no cereals that settle out and
CI
.F.S W. BURROW
clog nipple. Stays mixed. FortiPhone 61
soa Walnut
fied with antibiotics to fight '
c'arm Loan
scours, extra vitamins and 10 percent energizing., fat. Order Calf
and
Ci•riventionai iaoana
Maker now. Southern . States FulFHA Loans
tou Coop, 201 Co. titrel Avenue,
—The very best selection of real South Fulton; Phom 399 Cooperative Agency.
estate for sale at all times!

BEST

CLEANEST
ISED FURNITURE

FLOWERS

DON'T MOVE ViTFBOUT
CALLING COLLECT

For Every Occasion

555 FULTON. KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

HALLM tit K

reetin
-Personalized"
(ArilRYTEN

pborm !"I
-

Fulton
••NDAVS' PHONE
d or •

YS:
S EA ALY

buy it

Mrs. L. J. Clements entertained
Tuesday of last week at her home
on Third Street with a gathering
of old friends honoring Mrs. Bertie Hicks ,a visitor from WinstonSalem, North Carolina. She formerly lived in Fulton and Martin.
The house was beautifully
decorated v. ith garden flowers
and at noon a lovely pot-luck
.
luncheon was served.
The afternoon was spent recalling old times and happenings.

Eight 4-Hers have just returned from Washington, D. C.
Kentucky was the first state to
intergrate the National 4-H Center. They studied a short course
on citizenship from July* 22-28.
Those attending were: Sherry DeBerry, Hickman County and Jacqueline Patton, Fulton County.

A popular visitor, Miss Suellyn
Parham.of Texas City. Texas, was
the inspiration for a lovely porch
party last Tuesday night at the
home of Mr, and Mrs Milton
Exum. Hostesses were Misses
Letha Exum and Sara Jane Poe
Fourteen young people danced
to music from the hi-ti. Decorations were jack-o-lanterns strung
In the yard.
Lemonade was sered during
the evening and refreshments of
Pepsis, sande iches, cookies, mirlts,
potato chips and dips were served.
The guest of honor was presented a gift of costume jewelry.

at

nrniture Corn;.:any

TRANSFER CO.

YOU MUST BE
100% SATISFIED OR...

The citizenship short course included lectures, assemblies and
tours of the Capitol, White House,
Lincoln Memorial, Washington
Memorial, Mount Vernon, U. S.
Treasury Department and many
other tours.

88
Mattral or
box spring
Twin or ful;

FEATURE

YOU
COULD PAY

Sealy Innerspring
Construction

859.so

Sealy's famous
button-free top

159.50

life line Flange
Construction

$59.so

Extra Special Comfort and Value!

SEALY QUILTED DELUXE
GOLDEN SLEEP
$11 88
mattres3 or
boa sprung
9Tabs or MI Ma

—Er

We Reserve the Right to Limit
203 South Broadway - South Fulton, Tenn.

'games.

Where Shopping is a PLEASURE

The News extends birthday
greetings to the following'-per.
sons this week:
August 2: Donna Jordan. Mary
Lou Connate...1ton, Pat Dowdy.
Tom Bushart. Mrs. Lee Yates;
August 3: Kay Bowen, Mrs. Myrtle Doyle, Mr, Atkins Cole, Mrs.
Ada Thompson; August 4: Jessie
Gamblin, Donnie Pugh, Mrs. Win
Whitnel, Jimmie and Lucille Bennett. Morgan Davidson; August
5: Taylor Sheridon, Mrs. A. G.
Baldridge, Mrs. Hoyt Moore.
August 6: William P. Gregory;
August 7: George Hardy, Monette
Dycus, Jimmy Rose; August 8:
Norma Owen. L. F. Brown, Leon
Fields, Pat Jones, Tommy Joe
Reed:

Martin Voters
Approve Plan
For Hospital

All the fine features found
on the Sealy Golden Sleep
mattress plus extra firm
construction for blissful
comfort. Glamorous quilted
print cover.
...also available button free.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Martin voters have given overwhelming approval to a proposal
to issue 413,000 in bonds to finance the city's share of the proposed Hill-Burton Hospital for
that city.
A total of 1,031 Martin voters
went to the polls last week, with
788 voting for the bond issue as
against only 243 opposed. This
came to about 76 per cent of the
People for the -proposal,
Backers of the hospital were
iubiliant over the size of the victory. The long legal hassel involved in the case was expected
to cause an indifferent attitude on
the part of the voters, but it
seemed, instead, to arouse more
interest in getting the hospital.

REELFOOT SMOKED

PICNICS

lb.

29c

sLICED SMOKED

ELM

WIENERS 2 Lb. Pkg _ _ _ 89c JOWEL BACON 3 Lb. Pkg $1.00
PORK CUTLETS Lb. _ _ _ 69c iiiiilinTEAK Lb. _ _ 69c
WORTIEMORF
VEAL CUTLETS Lb. _ _ _ _ 79c SWIFT
SLICED BACON 1 Lb. Pkg. 59c
KIN LAKE
PATIO'HAMS Lb. _ _ _ _ 79c CAT FISH Lb.
79c
swirrs
69c
59c STEAKETTES Lb.
CHUCEEAST Lb.
LADY ALICE

ICE MILK
89c
_ 29c
6 1-2 oz. CAN
WHITE LABEL
29c
STARKIST TUNA
LIBBY DEEP
BROWN BEANS 14 oz. can 10c
PILLSBURY
$1.49
FLOUR 25 Lb. Bag

1-2 GAL
CRT.
ARMOURS

39c
TREET 12 oz. Cans
ARMOURS
MEAT 10 Cans $1.00
POTTED
ARMOUR VIENNA
$1.00
SAUSAGE 5 CanssWIPTS ('HOPPED
49c
HAM 12 oz. Can
BRAND
65c
BUTTER 1 Lb. Crt. _
1)A MY

SUGAR
PLYMOUTH

ICE CREAM 1-2 Gal. Cr!. 49c
MISSION DIET
DRINKS 6 12 oz. Cans _ 49c
REELFOOT
59c
LARD 4 Lb. Cr!.
PILLSBURY
4 Pkgs. _ _ _ $1.00
CAKE MIX

WEE

No.

10
Lb. Bag

89c

HOSTESS
rfiBETRED 1-2 Gal. Cr!. _ _ _ 39c
DEL MONTE
1 Lb. Ctn. _ _ 79c
SALMON
MISS DIXIE
39c
MILK 3 Tall Cans
MISS GEORGIA
PEACHES 4 2 1-2 Cans $1.00
FOLGERS INST.

BIG
10 oz.
JAR

89c

GREEN
PEAS 2 303 Cans 39c
49c
Loaf
BREAD
REEN
N 2 12 oz. cans 39c
69c NIITCOR2
CHEESE 2 Lb. Box
12 cans 39c
GREEN
KRAFTS
oz.
VELVEETA 2 Lb. Box _ _ _ 89c
Southern Peaches 5 2 1-2 Cans $1. FISHwSTICKS 36 07. Pkg. $1.29
WHITING
MARY MAESTRIS
$1.59
10 Lb. Box
FISH
$1.59
_
Pkg
DINNER
SPAG.

GLUTEN

•
•
•

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
Phone 1

lb. 10C

HONOR STUDENT!
Ella Doyle, daughter of Mrs.
George F. Doyle of Carr Street.
has been named to the honor roll
at Memphis State University for
the spring semester. She was one
of 191 students who earned this
honor.
TELL ATLAS TO RELAX
The world Is getting smaller all
the time, but it's still too large for
you to carry around on your
shoulders.

f,

HENDERsON

GOLDEN RIPE
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 0 ••* •••••••• ****************•••

208 Lake Street

'ciyiro,a‘ys

Michael li:•ivks, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Hawks, was honored
with a party on his fourth birthday last Sunday. His parents were
hosts to the twelve little guests.
Lovely party cakes and lime
sherbert were served following

. Construction is expected to
start early next year on a multimillion dollar petro-chemical complex at Calvert City, near Paducah.
J. W. Keener, president of the
B. F. oGodrich Co., announced
the plant will share a 230-acre
site now occupied by the B. F.
Goodrich Chemical Co.
Keener said some of the buildings will be In operation by late
next year and all facilities are
scheduled for production by the
middle of 1964.
The complex, including four
main plants and a number of
auxiliary buildings, will produce
ethylene, its by-product propylene and other hydrocarbons.

44S•011••••••••••04 ************

EASY TERMS
AVAILABLE AT

watiimairisierbarimais..wiaisomonmsasiummir
Acres of Free Parking Prices Good Thru Sat. Aug. 4th. open till 9 p. m. 7 days

GREEN LABEL 6 1-2 CANS

Sealy's
Golden Sleep mattress
with 559.50 features, only

1.

US 45-51 By Pass Highlands - Fulton

CHARCOAL

•

e
()us
Liquors

For Fine

Goodrich To
Build New Plant BRIOVETS 20 Lb. Bag
At Calvert City STARKIST TUNA __

WE'LL BUY IT

From its beautiful cover, formerly used on
Sealy's $79.50 Posturepedicz, to the Life line
flanged, button-free construction ...this is
America's greatest mattress value at $39.88.
You be the judge. Buy it, try it. If you can find
a better mattress within a month for the same or
less money,buy it and return this Golden Sleep
mattress for full purchase price. Limited time
offer only during this salel

L. C. (DOC) ADAMS

Jacqueline is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Mose Patton Jr. of
Fulton and is a senior at Fulton
High School.

41.

-4;

Rev: Truett Miller, efattof et
Fulton's First Baptist Church. has
People acquire wealth when
been appointed group chaplain of
restrain their urge to buy
they
Reserve
Force
Air
the 8320th
what they can't afford.
Base Support Group.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

7XCHANCE

GILL UN

BUY IT,
• TRY IT

24ia4v

Rev. Miller, who holds the
rank of Lieutenant Colonel, has
' been connected with the Air
Force program for nineteen years.
He returned last weekend from a
two-weeks tour of active duty
with his unit at Stewart Air Force
Base near Nashville.
1

Local Pastor Is
Appointed Unit
Chaplain In AFB

CP

stationere

Scott's Floral Shoppe

Jacqueline Patton
Has Exciting Trip

GOLDEN RIPE

JUMBO SIZE

CANTALOUPES 5 for $1.00 BELL PEPPERS RADISHES
CALIF.
Sc
GREEN ONIONS ni:;7CF
29c SEALS
rkiaiCIADozen
WEET
6 1-2 oz. Can _ 10c FROZEN JUICE 6 6 1-2 oz. 79c

TIP TOP
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